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Foreword
This study was conducted between June 1, 1985 and June i,
1986 for the Solar System Exploration Division of the Johnson
Space Center. The purpose of this study was to make a preliminary
assessment of the danger of damage to the Space Station caused by
secondary particles (ejecta and spall) from meteoroid and orbital
debris impact. A second purpose was to characterize the nature
of spall and ejecta from hypervelocity impacts on graphite/epoxy
composites.
Ms. Jeanne L. Crews was the NASA technical monitor. Mr.
Tommy Thompson (Lockheed) and Mr. Kenny Oser (Lockheed) performed
the data shots with the Johnson Space Center Light Gas Gun. Mr.
Earl Brownfield (Lockheed) provided photographic support. Valuable
advise and other data were provided by Mr. Burton G. Cour-Palais
(NASA JSC) and Dr. Ching Yew (Univ. of Texas).
Mr. Bill Stump was the Eagle Project Manager. Mr. Eric
Christiansen performed the major part of the Eagle contribution.
Mr. Norman Smith, an Eagle Co-op, also assisted.
X

1.0 Executive Summary
A series of light gas gun shots (4 to 7 kmlsec) were performed
with 5 mg nylon and aluminum projectiles to determine the size,
mass, velocity, and spatial distribution of spall and ejecta from
a number of graphite/epoxy targets. Similar determinations were
also performed on a few aluminum targets. Target thickness and
material were chosen to be representative of proposed Space Station
structure.
The data from these shots and other information were used to
predict the hazard to Space Station elements from secondary
particles resulting from impacts of micrometeoroids and orbital
debris on the Space Station. This hazard was quantified as an
additional flux over and above the primary micrometeoriod and
orbital debris flux that must be considered in the design process.
In order to simplify the calculations, eject and spall mass were
assumed to scale directly with the energy of the projectile.
Other scaling systems may be closer to reality.
The secondary particles considered are only those particles
that may impact other structure immediately after the primary
impact. The addition to the orbital debris problem from these primary
impacts was not addressed. Data from this study should be fed
into the orbital debris model to see if Space Station secondaries
make a significant contribution to orbital debris.
The hazard to a Space Station element from secondary particles
above and beyond the micrometeoriod and orbital debris hazard is
catagorized in terms of two factors: i) The "view factor" of the
element to other Space Station structure or the geometry of
placement of the element, and 2) The sensitivity to damage,
stated in terms of energy.
Several example cases were chosen, the Space Station module
windows, windows of a Shuttle docked to the Space Station, the
habitat module walls, and the photovoltaic solar cell arrays.
For the examples chosen the secondary flux contributed no more
than I0 percent to the total flux (primary and secondary) above a
given calculated critical energy. A key assumption in these
calculations is that above a certain critical energy, significant
damage will be done. This is not true for all structures.
Double-walled, bumpered structures are an example for which damage
may be reduced as energy goes up. The critical energy assumption
is probably conservative, however, in terms of secondary damage.
To understand why the secondary impacts seem to, in general,
contribute less than I0 percent of the flux above a given critical
energy, consider the case of a meteoroid impact of a given energy
on a fixed, large surface. This impact results in a variety of
secondary particles, all of which have much less energy than the
original impact. Conservation of energy prohibits any other
situation. Thus if damage is linked to a critical energy of a
particle, the primary flux will always deliver particles of much
greater energy. Even if all the secondary particles impacted
other Space Station structure, none would have a kinetic energy
more than a fraction of the primary impact energy.
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2.0 Introduction
This study was a low cost "quick look" with three basic
purposes: 1) to assess, in a preliminary manner, the hazards from
secondary spall and ejecta from meteoriod and orbital debris
impact on the Space Station, 2) to begin to characterize the
nature of graphite/epoxy spall and ejecta resulting from hypervelocity
impact, and 3) to compare graphite/epoxy and aluminum spall and
ejecta in terms of damage potential. In a more basic sense, this
study was to search out directions for future work in this area.
In this report, spall is defined as the material that comes
off of the back side of an impacted target. Ejecta is defined as
the material that comes off of the front side.
The characterization of aluminum and graphite/epoxy spall
and ejecta was limited to the following parameters resulting from
a single impact:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
numbers of particles
size distribution of particles
mass distribution of particles
velocity distribution of particles
energy distribution of particles
angular distribution or angle of dispersion of ejecta/spall
particles
These ejecta/spall parameters vary with the following projectile
and target parameters. This variation was studied and empiracal
relationships were developed in some cases.
a)
b)
c)
d)
target types - aluminum (6061-T6) and graphite/epoxy
(different layups, with and without cloth, thick and thin)
projectile energy
projectile density
oblique and normal impacts
There are other variables and relationships that could (and
perhaps should) be studied also. Equipment and funding limitations
on this study required that the number of variables and relationships
studied be kept small. The above variables were therefore chosen
as the most important.
Orbital debris and micrometeoriods are significant hazards
to the Space Station and must be taken into account in its design.
Meteoriod or orbital debris impacts have been shown to break off
i0 to i00 times their own mass from the target material. Some of
this ejected and spalled secondary mass will be traveling at
hypervelocity. This study was initiated based on these facts.
By themselves, these facts indicate that designers may have to protect
against these secondary impacts as well as primary orbital debris
and meteoriods. Other factors also play a part however. The
three most important are: 1) the number, velocity, and size of
hypervelocity particles generated at an impact, 2) the fraction
of these particles that may impact other sensitive Space Station
structure, and 3) the sensitivity of Space Station structure to
damage from these particles. This study attempts to determine or
otherwise quantify these variables.
The dual keel Space Station is predicted to have three major
structural components in terms of surface area: the graphite/epoxy
truss structure, the modules, and the solar power system. Table
6-1 shows how these break down in terms of area for one design.
OTV hangars may also have significant area on a growth Space Station.
The modules will probably have aluminummeteor and orbital debris
shields protecting their inner hulls. The bumper material has
not been selected as of this date, however, and graphite/epoxy or
other non-metallic materials are also in the running. The truss
structure will be graphite/epoxy with some type of coating (not
selected at present - it may be an aluminum foil). The solar
arrays will likely be solar cell materlal (very thin - 14 mils for
cover glass and cell according to one estimate) on a thin flexible
substrate or perhaps thicker (I cm) aluminum honeycomb structure.
Solar dynamic reflectors will probably be aluminum. The Space
Station configuration and materials are still in the design
process at this time, but, as far as impacts are concerned, the
two major materials will be aluminum and/or graphite/epoxy.
The first major effort in this study was therefore to acquire
data on the spall and ejecta characteristics of graphite/epoxy
and aluminum material. Hypervelocity impacts on aluminum have
been studied for many years and a number of good references existthan to
(Ref. 1 - 2). More attention has been paid to the spall
the ejecta however, but some aluminum ejecta data was available in
the literature (Ref. i). Only a few actual aluminum .snous were
isee section _. u;.
therefore performed as a part of this effort
On the other hand, no one (to our knowledge) has previously
studied the spa11 and ejecta characteristics of graphite/epoxy,
so conslderable experimental work was required. Section 3.0
documents the experimental work performed on graphite/epoxy as a
part of this effort.
Given experimental data in hand, scaling equations were
derived that can be used in an overall prediction of hazards to
the Space Station. Section 5.0 describes this work.
Section 6.0 describes the assessment of damage to Space
Station elements based on the equations generated in section 5.0.
Section 7.0 and 8.0 contain conclusions and recommendations.
4
Appendix A contains a complete listing of all shots of
interest to this study (ordered by shot number) and data associated
with them. Appendix B contains the raw data from shots for which
particle counts were made. Appendix C contains some single frame
photos of graphite/epoxy targets shortly after impact.
3.0 Graphlte/Bpoxy Targets
Table 3-1 lists the graphite/epoxy targets that were ordered
from Hercules as a part of this testing effort. The reader
should refer to Table 3-1 for a detailed description of the size
and properties of the targets used. Some of the targets were
used in other test programs and their shots will be documented
elsewhere.
The graphite/epoxy shots are divided into four categories:
shots into semi-infinite targets (section 3.1) with no camera
data, but with ejecta mass collected; shots into thin targets
(section 3.2) with no camera data, but with ejecta and spa11 mass
collected; additional shots into thin targets used to determine
projectile density effects (section 3.3); and shots for which high
speed film data was available (section 3.4).
Table 3-2 summarizes the section 3.1 and 3.2 shots. An aluminum
shot (see section 4.0) is also included at the bottom of Table 3-
2. Table 3-2 includes all the shots for which ejecta and spa11
particles were collected, counted, and weighed. Numbers of
interest in Table 3-2 include:
a. the ratio of spall and ejecta mass to projectile mass
(average around 35)
be average cone angle or angle between the spall or ejecta
velocity vectors and a normal to the target surface coming
out of the impact point
Co average calculated particulate velocity (see Appendix B
for how this velocity was calculated)
do fraction of the secondary mass that was spall or percent
spall
e. fraction of the secondary mass that was dust or percent
dust. This is the difference between the total spall
and ejecta mass (determined by before and after weighing
of the target) and the sum of the masses of particles
collected from catcher material and in the chamber.
The percent dust represents that fraction of the total
secondary mass that disappeared, vaporized, or was crushed
to dust too small to recover (<<0.0001 gins particles).
The percent dust also represents larger particles that
may have been lost in handling, and so could probably
be arbitrarily reduced 5 or 10 percent
Summary tables with similar information for section 3.3 and
3.4 data are contained at the start of each of those sections.
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Table 3-1, Test Specimens Ordered
JSC-01A-001
"002
-003
-004
-005
-006
-007
-008
-009
-01o
JSC-01B-001
-002
-003
-004
-005
-006
-007
-008
-009
WEIGHT
MATERIAL LAY Up (GM)
512.6
AS4/350 i-6 CLOTH, {0, 513.0
+45 ,-45,90, 508.2
90 ,-45 ,+45, 504.0
0}12,CLOTH 508.6
508.9
A193PW/3501-6 511.7
CLOTH 508.9
513.4
509,8
502,0
CLOTH, {0, 503 •7
AS4/3501-6 +45 ,-45,90, 503.8
90 ,-45 ,+45, 505.0
0}12 503.1
A193PW/3501-6 502.1
CLOTH 503.5
505.7
502.4
THICKNESS JSC
(IN) SHOT
.528 900
.528 899
.520 883
.515
.524 901
.524
.528
.524
.530
.5 5
.518
.518
.519
.519
.517
.516
.518
.520
.516
884
-010
JSC-02A-001
-002
-003
-004
-005
JSC-02B-001
-002
-003
-004
CLOTH, {+45,
AS4/3501-6 -45,0,0,+45,
A193PW/3501-6 -45,0,90}5,
CLOTH CLOTH
{+45,-45,0,
AS4/3501-6 0 ,+45 ,-45,
0,90} 5
502,6
96.4
I01.7
99.9
99.7
97,5
86.4
85.9
85.9
86.2
.517
.105
.113
.iii
.Iii
.107
.095
.094
.093
.095
988
990
889
893
894
981
-005
JSC-03A-001
-002
-003
-004
-005
JSC-03B-001
-002
JSC-04A-001
-002
AS4/3501-6
AI93PW/3501-6
CLOTH
AS4/3501-6
120VOLAN/3501-6
CLOTH
IM6/3501-6
S-2/3501-6
HYBRID
CLOTH, 0 ,0,
0,0,0,0,0,
+45 ,-45,90,
-45 .+45,0,
0,0,0,0,
0,0, CLOT_
0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,+45,-45,
90 ,-45 ,+45,
0,0,0,0,0,
0,0
[CLOTH, { [0,
+60 ,-60] IM6
[-60 ,+60,
0]$2}2] 5
86,4
114.0
113.0
114.3
116 .i
115.8
103.3
101.3
151.7
148.9
,095
.125
.124
.127
.129
.127
.115
.112
.157
.153
923
911
909
917
895
890
Table 3-1w Continued
JSC-05A-001
-002
JSC-06A-001
-002
Hk -'I' RIAL LAY uP
S-2/3501-6 (CLOTH, 0 ,-60,
120VOLAN/3501-6 +60,0,0,+60,
CLOTH -60, -60, +6 0,
0} 5
IM6/8551
AI93PWI3501-6
CLOTH
CLOTH, [{0 ,+60,
-60} 5]4, CLOTH
WEIGHT
(Gm)
113.1
113.4
174.0
171.3
THICKNESS
(IN)
.104
.106
.194
.191
JSC
SHOT |
913
*
910
912
IM6 - GRAPHITE
120VOLAN- GLASS CLOTH
S-2 - GLASS
AS-4 - GRAPHITE
3501-6 - STANDARD RESIN
AI93PW - GRAPHITE CLOTH
8551 - TOUGHENED RESIN
*CUT INTO FOUR PIECES
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3.1 Semi-Infinite (thick) Targets - Ejecta and Spall Collected
When this study was initiated, the high speed camera was not
ailable and the techniques later developed were untried. In
av ..... --_A ^. _stina. For these reasons,
-ddition, other restrictions ex_=_ v.. _.. .= ...... _.°_A _nd
" L__ _= _ _---_ts which woulo not De p,_n_L.L_'_" -
a numDe_ u_ _-_- _--=- . __._ =_. _^.+4._ The mass or ejecta
_._A,,r_a only e_ecta were oruereu LUL _ot_?_." _..... =_=^.^
._._._i_Iv _nd'reliablv determined by weignlng tne rargeu.u?_=
"=° _''_ -- - --"....... = ..... _= then comDarefl wl%n _ne
and after the shot...Tnls e3e=_u_'_:: "_ x attached to the front
mass of material collectea in _ =aL_A'=_ _v
of the target.
The data from these shots was used in developing the relationship
for number of graphite/epoxy ejecta particles with a given energy
and greater. The data was not used in the relationship giving
total ejecta/spall mass as a function of projectile energy because
only ejecta was produced in these tests, resulting in less total
particle mass for a given projectile energy than with thin targets
which were penetrated.
3.1.1 Discussion of Test Setup
A small styrofoam box was placed on the front of the target,
th a hole cut in the center of the end to let the projectile
wi the e'ecta stuck in
nter. When the target was impacted, much of 3 . .
e =4-v,-ofoam. The individual ejecta particles were extracte_u zrom=
...... " .... ' " z) mass, length, ano uepun u_
st rofoam and thelr locatlon (x,y, , __ __ n 0001
r_Ynetration measured. Mass measurements were accurate _u u. __=
=-except where groups of very small particles were cou%_eae:_sg Distance m
weighed together _o get an average mass.
were accurate to mm. The location (x,y,z coordinates) of the
projectile impact was also recorded.
This data allowed an accurate estimate of the total ejected
mass, an approximate determination of the particle size distribution
and velocity vector direction, and a crude estimate of the velocity
of each particle based on the penetration distance into the
stryofoam. When the high speed camera was acquired later in the
testing this velocity approximation was checked and found to be
reasonably accurate for the graphite/epoxy tests (see section
3.4.4). It was somewhat less accurate for the aluminum shots
(see section 4.4), though only one aluminum high speed camera
shot was available to check against it.
i0
3.1.2 Shot #883 ( 1/2" thlck, cloth on front)
This target (JSC-01A-003) had a layer of Hercules A193PW
cloth on both front and back sides. The cloth layer on the back
was to help prevent spall. The cloth layer on the front reduced
the amount of ejecta when compared to the next shot.
Table 3-2 summarizes the basic parameters of this shot. A
nylon projectile of roughly 5 mg going 6.42 km/sec impacted a 1/2
inch thick graphite/epoxy (G/E) target in a vacuum chamber (with
a vacuum of 200 microns of mercury. The Johnson Space Center
(JSC) light gas gun was used. A styrofoam box fixed to the front
of the target was used to collect the individual pieces of ejecta.
Following the shot, each piece of ejecta was removed from
the styrofoam, weighed, and its location noted. The raw data
from this considerable effort is given in appendix B. The difference
between the before and after weights and the total mass collected
from the styrofoam was assumed to represent vapor or dust. For
this shot it was 67.2 percent of the total mass. Some of this
may be due to loss of large particles through the projectile
entry hole and in handling with this first attempt at particle
collection.
Figure 3-1 shows the target front and back after the shot.
Compare this with Figure 3-13, a no-cloth shot. The cloth reduces
the amount of large ejecta.
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 plot ejecta mass versus length and
diameter. Most of the mass of recovered composite ejecta is in
the form of long thin slivers of material. The diameters plotted
are actually an average calculated value. The length and mass of
the slivers were measured, and given the density and assuming a
cylindrical particle, an average diameter was calculated.
Figures 3-4 through 3-7 plot ejecta mass and velocity versus
theta and phi (see appendix A for a definition of theta and phi).
Figures 3-8 and 3-9 plot ejecta mass and velocity versus
cone angle. The cone angle is the angle between a normal to the
target face at the impact point and the ejecta particle's velocity
vector. The mass distribution (in Figure 3-8) seems to center
around a cone angle of 50 to 60 degrees. The velocity distribution
does also, but not as clearly.
Figure 3-10 plots mass versus velocity and illustrates that,
in general, only small particles travel at high velocities.
Figure 3-11 shows a small scale plot of the Log(number of
particles of mass Mi and larger) versus the Log(Mi/Mtotal ejecta
mass). Figure 3-12 shows a least squares fit linear relationship
Ii
for these two quantities and
Logs) that results. A similar
reference 1 is also plotted.
the derived equation (without the
equation for aluminum taken from
12
Figure 3-1, Photos of Target (Shot #883)
JSC 01A-003, 1/2 inch thick, graphite/epoxy
Front Back
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3.1.3 Shot |884(1/2" thick, no cloth on front)
This shot is almost identical to the previous one, except
this target (JSC-01B-002) had no cloth on the front surface.
This shot was predicted to result in more ejecta.
Table 3-2 summarizes the parameters. A4.76 mg nylon projectile
going 6.26 km/sec impacted a 1/2 inch thick graphite/epoxy target.
A styrofoam box fixed to the front of the target was used to
collect the individual pieces of ejecta as explained in the
previous shot.
Table 3-2 shows, as predicted, that this target, with no
cloth on the front, produced almost twice as much total ejecta.
There is roughly 50 percent less dust, indicating that much, if not
all of this additional ejecta is in the form of large, collectable
particles. Figure 3-13 shows the target front and back after the
shot. Compare it with Figure 3-1.
Figures 3-14 and 3-15 plot ejecta mass versus length and
diameter. A comparison with Figure 3-2 shows that the particle
lengths for this shot were almost ten times greater. The masses
are also almost ten times larger. The diameters plotted are
calculated using the lengths and masses of the slivers and a
given density, and an assumed cylindrical particle.
Figures 3-16 through 3-19 plot ejecta mass and velocity versus
theta and phi (see figure A-I in the appendix for a definition of
theta and phi). Comparing the velocity versus theta plots (3-5
and 3-17) it is clear that the no cloth shot resulted in many
higher calculated-velocity particles. See section 3.4 for a
comparison of measured and calculated velocity.
Figures 3-20 and 3-21 plot ejecta mass and velocity versus
cone angle. The cone angle is the angle between a normal to the
target face at the impact point and the ejecta particle's velocity
vector. The mass distribution (in Figure 3-20) seems to center
around a cone angle of 60 to 70 degrees, a somewhat greater cone
angle than for the previous shot with cloth covering. The velocity
distribution also centers around the 60 to 70 degree cone angle,
more clearly than the with cloth case.
Figure 3-22 plots mass versus velocity. It shows far more
clearly than the cloth covered shot, that the small particles are
faster than the large particles.
Figure 3-23 shows a small scale plot of the Log(number of
particles of mass Mi and larger) versus the Log(Mi/Mtotal ejecta
mass) and a least squares fit linear relationship for these two
quantities and the derived equations (with and without the Logs)
that results. The same plot, with a similar equation for aluminum
taken from reference i, is also plotted in Figure 3-24.
25
Figure 3-13, Photos of Target (Shot #884)
JSC 01A-003, 1/2 inch thick, graphite/epoxy, no cloth on front
Front Back
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3.2 Thin Graphite/Epoxy Targets - EJecta and _:mll Collected
Once a capture technique was developed and some other
restrictions removed, it was clearly desirable to acquire data on
spall as well as ejecta. Thin targets representative of truss
element walls and possible module bumpers (.06 to .10 inches
thick) were then tested.
This data was used both in developing the particle number/-
particle energy relationship and also the total mass/projectile
energy relationship.
3.2.1 Discussion of Test Setup
Shots 894, 917 and 923 used a plexiglass box enclosing the
target in the vacuum chamber to catch and separate the ejecta
from the spall. Initially, the purpose of this setup was merely
to determine the ratio of spall to ejecta for these targets. It
was very successful. Some of the photos in Figure 3-55 show the
overall setup. In addition to styrofoam, two other catcher
materials were tried. For shot 894, a sheet of plastic wool
matting was placed at either end of the box to catch some of the
ejecta/spall particles. See Figure 3-25. This setup was not as
effective as the styrofoam because velocity estimation from depth
of penetration was not practical. A flexible sponge-type foam
was also tried and had the same problem. They were sufficient to
obtain a size & mass distribution of the ejecta and spall, but did
not allow even a crude estimation of the particle velocities. In
all subsequent shots, styrofoam was used (see Figure 3-55).
For shot 917 and 923, sheets of styrofoam were installed at
the ends, along the sides, and on the bottom and top of the box
See Figure 3-55. This worked well for getting the spatial particle
distribution as well as size and mass distribution. An approximate
particle velocity was calculated from the depth of particle
penetration into the styrofoam, particle geometry parameters, and
styrofoam shear strength. This allowed the estimation of the particle
kinetic energy distribution.
Single frame photography data is available for shots 917 and
894. This data is contained in appendix C.
3.2.2 Shot #894 (0.093" thick, no cloth)
Table 3-2 summarizes the parameters. A4.94 mg nylon projectile
travelling at 4.75 km/sec impacted a .093 inch thick graphite/epoxy
target with no cloth covering (JSC-02B-003). The impact velocity
was somewhat lower than the rest of the shots; this should be
kept in mind when comparing it with other shots. The velocity is
still within the range of interest, however.
38
Shots 894, 917, and 923, as shown in Table 3-2, represent
roughly 5, 6, and 7 km/sec shots with a roxim
conditions. Shot 917 had ,,, _I-_ ..... PP.._ ately the same
- _u_. uuverxng, while 894 and 923 did
not. All shots were into approximately 0.10 inch thick G/E targets.
Figure 3-25 shows the overall setup for catching the spall
and ejecta. The target was encased in a lexi 1
spall from ejecta. ,_ __^. ...... P g ass box to separate
_.._ _Lvj_uuz_e enters through a small hole at
one end. After the shot, the individual
! ii! r i!:!i!
Some approximate velocity data on particles is available
from the single frame photograph of this shot (see Appendix C).
Figures 3-26 and 3-27 plot ejecta and spall mass versus
particle length and diameter. The length plot, looking at ejecta
only, shows about the same results as the semi-inf"
a cloth coverlna (s e p4 ..... __.. _ inite shot without
plotted_ are act,_ZlBvean"_.eraQ,,=_,.,._...,s__°t #884). The diameters
- _ _-_-_ceu value. The fen th andmass oE the slivers were measured ...... g
, anu given the density and
assuming a cylindrical partical, an average diameter was calculated.
The cloth batting was only at the ends of
box. Most of the particles bounced _ .the plexzglass
off at the plexzglass and ended
up on t_e bottom of the box. A spatial estimate (Theta and Phi,
etc.) of particle location was therefore not produced.
Figure 3-28 shows a plot of the Log(number of ejecta particles
of mass Hi and larger) versus the Log(Mi/Mtotal
ejecta mass) and
a least squares fit llnear relationship for these two quantities
and the derived equations (with and without the Logs)
Figure 3-29 shows the same =_ ..... that result.
unzng rot spall. Figure 3-30 shows
the spall, ejecta, and total spall plus ejecta plotted together
on the same graph. The llnes are all close together, indicating
they all might be approximated by one curve.
Figure 3-31 shows the total spall and ejecta Log curve with
a curve for alumlnum (taken from Ref. 1). The aluminum line
shows more particles of a given mass and greater once Log(Hi/Mr)
goes above -3.2. In other words, there are more small graphite/epoxy
particles, but more medium sized and greater aluminum particles.
A form of these equations is used elsewhere in the estimate ofhazards to the Space Station.
39
Figure 3-25, Photos of Catcher Box (Shot #894)
JSC 02B-003, 0.093 inch thick, graphite/epoxy, no cloth on front
Top View
Projectile
enters here
Side View
40
Figure 3-25, Continued, Photos of Catcher Box (Shot #894)
JSC 02B-003, 0.093 inch thick, graphite/epoxy, no cloth on front
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3.2.3 Shot #917 (0.127" thick, with cloth)
This shot is similar to the previous one, except this target
(JSC-03A-003) had cloth on the front and back surfaces, predicted
to result in less ejecta and spall. This shot was also at a
higher velocity (5.99 kngsec versus 4.75 for the previous shot, #
894). Figure 3-32 shows photos of the the target after impact.
Compare it to Figure 3-56, from the next shot, with no cloth.
The cloth reduces the number of large particles, but not the
total mass of ejecta and spall as shown in Table 3-2. This may
be due to other factors, such as the velocity difference, however.
Another variable that was not easily measured or controlled at
this point in the testing is the way in which the non-symmetrical
projectile (which is a cylinder) impacts the target. See Figure
5-4.
Table 3-2 summarizes the parameters. A 4.86 mg nylon projectile
going 5.99 kngsec impacted a 0.127 inch thick graphite/epoxy
target with a cloth covering on the front and back. A plexiglass
box with styrofoam placed around the inside (see Figure 3-55) was
used to catch the individual pieces of ejecta.
Figures 3-33 and 3-34 plot ejecta mass versus length and
diameter. A comparison with Figure 3-26 shows that the largest
particle lengths for this shot (with cloth on the front) were
almost ten times less than those for the shot with no cloth (#894).
Figures 3-35 through 3-38 plot ejecta mass and calculated
velocity versus theta and phi (see figure A-1 in the appendix for
a definition of theta and phi). Other approximate velocity data
is available from the single frame photo of the impact in Appendix
C.
Figures 3-39 and 3-40 plot ejecta mass and velocity versus
cone angle. The cone angle, in this case, is the angle between
the incoming projectile's velocity vector and the ejecta particle's
velocity vector. The mass distribution (in Figure 3-39) seems to
center around a cone angle of 30 to 40 degrees, smaller than the
60 to 70 degree averages for semi-infinite shots. Table 3-2,
which calculates an average cone angle, also shows this. The
velocity distribution shows the same centering, around 40 degrees
or so.
In other hypervelocity impacts, evidence is said to exist of
very high speed ejecta particles coming off at angles near 90 degrees,
almost parallel to the face of the target plate. Our data (including
high speed camera photos in later sections) do not show this
occurring with graphite/epoxy.
Figure 3-41 plots ejecta mass versus velocity. This plot
does not include all particles. It only includes those that were
recovered and their velocity estimated, and as such it should be
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considered representative of a fraction of the data only. The
very small particles, which are likely to be moving at even
higher velocities, could not be captured and are thus not shown onthis plot.
Figure 3-42 plots the Log(number of ejecta particles of mass
Mi and larger) versus the Log(Mi/Mtotal ejecta mass). A least
squares fit linear relationship for these two quantities and the
derived equations (with and without the Logs) that result are also
shown. These equations are used elsewhere in the estimate of
hazards to the Space Station.
Figures 3-43 and 3-44 plot spall mass versus length and
diameter. Except for a few large slivers, the data is similar to
that for the ejecta.
Figures 3-45 through 3-48 plot spall mass and velocity versus
theta and phi (see figure A-I in the appendix for a definition of
theta and phi).
Figures 3-49 and 3-50 plot spall mass and velocity versus
cone angle. The cone angle is the angle between a normal to the
target face at the impact point and the ejecta particle's velocity
vector. The distributions seem somewhat more spread out than inprevious plots.
Figure 3-51 plots spall mass versus velocity.
Figure 3-52 plots the Log(number of spall particles of mass
Mi and larger) versus the Log(Mi/Mtotal spall mass). A least
squares fit linear relationship for these two quantities and the
derived equations (with and without the Logs) are also shown.
Figure 3-53 plots the equations derived from Figures 3-42
and 3-52 and the Log Log plot of total ejecta and spall. The
lines are all close together, indicating they could all be
approximated by one line.
Figure 3-54 plots the Log-Log total ejecta and spall line
along with an aluminum line (from Ref. 1). The results are
similar to previous plots. The equations derived will be used to
estimate the damage hazard to the Space Station.
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Figure 3-32, Photos of Target (Shot |917)
JSC 03A-003, 0.127 inch thick, graphite/epoxy, with cloth
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3.2.4
Shot e923 (0.095-w without olothw 30 deg. oblique
_upact)
This shot is similar to the previous two, except this target
(JSC-02B-005) was angled 30 degrees to the projectile velocity
vector and had no cloth covering, predicted to result in more
ejecta and spall. This shot was also at a higher velocity (7.02
km/sec versus roughly 5 and 6 km/sec for the previous two thinG/E shots).
Figure 3-55 shows the catcher box made of plexiglass and
lined with styrofoam. The large holes in two of the styrofoam
side panels were to allow single frame photography, which didn't
work on this shot. Appendix C shows some single frames that did
work on graphite/epoxy shots. Approximate velocity data can be
deduced from the single frame shots.
Figure 3-56 shows photos of the the target after impact. Compare
it to Figure 3-32, from the previous shot, with cloth. The cloth
reduces the number of large particles, but not the total mass of
ejecta and spall as shown in Table 3-2. The total mass ejected
and spalled in this shot was exactly the same as for the previous
shot, even though the velocity and angle of impact were different.
This indicates that cloth covering (and perhaps I km/sec velocity
and 30 degree angle) do not have large effects on the total mass
of ejecta and spall. The factors could be offsetting however,
and hidden variables such as projectile impact attitude could
also be playing a part. In any event, given the low level of
approximation needed in this rough assessment of damage hazard,
these factors (30 deg. angle, w/wo cloth, i km/sec) are assumed
unimportant when equations that describe the spall and ejecta are
produced. A many shot program focusing on these factors alone
will be needed to see their effects.
Figures 3-57 and 3-58 plot ejecta mass versus length and
diameter. A comparison with Figures 3-26 and 3-33 shows that the
largest particle lengths for the two no cloth shots are about the
same. The no cloth, 30 degree angle shot has the most massive
piece of ejecta however, by a factor of three.
Figures 3-59 through 3-62 plot ejecta mass and calculated
velocity versus theta and phi (see Appendix B for a definition oftheta and phi).
Figures 3-63 and 3-64 plot ejecta mass and velocity versus
cone angle. The cone angle, in this case, is the angle between
the outgoing ejecta or spall particle's velocity vector and a
normal to the plane of the target's face, coming out of the impact
point. The mass distribution seems fairly uniform between 20 and
70 degrees. Table 3-2, which calculates an average cone angle,
shows an average of 47 degrees.
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Figure 3-65 plots ejecta mass versus velocity. This plot
shows the small particles going faster than the big ones, fairly
clearly.
Fi ure 3-66 plots the Log(nm_ber of ejecta particles of mass
-. -g_ ..... _ ....sus the Log(Mi/Mtotal ejecta mass!. A least
ana in= ,=L, "';"MI .._ • =...... lationshiD for these two quantities and the
_qrived equations (with and without the Logs) that result are also
shown.
Figures 3-67 and 3-68 plot spall mass versus length and
diameter. Compare the plots with Figures 3-57 and 3-58.
Figures 3-69 through 3-72 plot spall mass and velocity versus
theta and phi.
Figures 3-73 and 3-74 plot spall mass and velocity versus
cone angle- The cone angle is the angle between a normal to the
target surface at the impact point and the ejecta particle' s velocity
vector.
Figure 3-75 plots spall mass versus velocity.
Figure 3-76 plots the Log(number of spall particles of mass
• nd lar er) versus the Log(Mi/Mtotal spall mass). A least
MI a - ='_g_-_r relationship for these two quantities and the
squares L_ _,,_-
derived equations (with and without the Logs) are also ShOWn.
Figure 3-77 plots the equations from Figures 3-66 and 3-76
and the Log Log plot of total ejecta and spa11. The lines are
all close together, indicating they could all be approximated by
one line.
Figure 3-78 plots the Log Log total ejecta and spall line
along with an aluminum line (from Ref. 1). The results are
similar to previous plots. The equations derived will be used to
estimate the damage hazard to the Space Station.
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Figure 3-55, Photos of Catcher Box (Shot #923)
JSC 02B-005, 0.095 inch thick, graphite/epoxy, no cloth on front
Projectile
enters
Side View
Top View
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Figure 3-55, Continued, Photos of Catcher Box (Shot #923)
JSC 02B-005, 0.095 inch thick, graphite/epoxy, no cloth on front
Top View
Spall on
back wall
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Figure 3-56, Photos of Target (Shot #923)
JSC 02B-005, 0.095 inch thick, graphite/epoxy, no cloth on front
Front Back
; Z 3 4 5 e
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3.3 Thin Graphite/Epoxy Targets - Projectile Density Effects
Table 3-3 shows a series of additional shots, some performed
in conjunction with a University of Texas effort to determine
projectile density effects. Aluminum and nylon projectiles were
used at velocities around 5 km/sec. In Shots #889, 890, and 895
ejecta and spall particles were collected separately, but detailed
data, as shown previously, was not collected. Some of the shots
used a toughened resin system. A shot using a fiberglass target
(#913) is also shown for comparison.
More data is needed (at different projectile energies) to
conclude decisively, but it appears that the higher density aluminum
shots produced more ejecta/spall versus equivalent energy nylon
shots. Figure 5-3, taken from Ref. 2 shows the same relationship
between projectile density and ejecta/spall mass for aluminum.
From the data shown in Table 3-3 it also appears that toughened
resin offers no significant advantage in reducing the mass of
ejecta/spall produced from hypervelocity impacts. The toughened
resin may have other advantages, however. The data collected in
these shots was primarily used in developing the total ejecta/spall
mass versus projectile energy relationship.
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3.4 Thin Graphite/Epoxy Targets with High Speed Camera
Accurate velocity measurements of ejecta and spall are
critical to assessing the hazard to the Space Station. In the
• st series of shots done in this study, accurate velocity
flr ........... 41able" A crude method for estimating the
measurement W_ _ ULL,v=_ ...... =------A^n their n_netration into
ocitv of the larger parEicle_ u===_ v =- _
vel.neo'am was used and checked with a few single photos and one
_-_am.--Once the Orbital Debris Lab High speeo _ameLa _-,_
fi-_l.=_-al it was possible to check the estxmates .more carefully.
The'camera data was also used to check the pro]ectlle ve_o=x_y.
Table 3-4 summarizes the shots for which high speed camera
data was taken. Three graphite/epoxy targets and one aluminum
target were used.
The new camera system is a custom designed, state-of-the-art
ultra-high-speed rotating mirror framing camera, utilizing a
laser diode for image illumination. The camera is capable of
x osln 80 frames of 35ram IR film at 2 x 10b frames/sec. Even
e p ' g ...... _--entional illuminating systems _(on the
at that iramlng___u_, _-.- --_ =--_ ...... _ _ "freeze" a suu
15 nsec. ; were nu_ L=_ _,,v_.. .O _
order of 10 to ...... =_ 4. --_oss of 7km/sec. The
m_cron partlcle tray g ...... = c^. this system has a pulse
0nm 100 watt laser OlOCle u._u _ _86 ' ..... -_- "^-_sure time" is therefore 5 nanoseconds
duration or _ nanosec. _**_ =_
and there is one microsecond between exposures.
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3.4.1 Shot 0972
Figure 3-79 shows the raw film data. The target used in
this test was a generic graphite/epoxy sample, similar to the
roughly 0.10 inch samples used in the other shots, but not listed
in Table 3-1.
Table 3-5 illustrates how the raw data from the film was
turned into velocity estimates.
3.4.2 Shot #981
Figure 3-80 shows the raw film data.
and analysis shown in Figure 3-81 were
of the Univ. of Texas.
The Figure 3-80 photographs
provided by Dr. Ching Yew
Figure 3-81 plots the progress of the spa11 front, indicating
a constant velocity consistent with velocities calculated for
graphite/epoxy particles.
Table 3-6 is the data worksheet.
3.4.3 Shot #990
Figure 3-82 shows the raw film data. The negative was not
high quality, but data could be taken from it.
Table 3-7 is the worksheet.
3.4.4 Compazison of Calculated and Neasured Velocity
Figure 3-83 compares measured and estimated ejecta velocities
over the range of masses. The plot indicates the calculated
values are fairly accurate.
Figure 3-84 compares measured and estimated spall velocities
for a range of masses. The two data points fall within the same
general range as the calculted values.
Overall, the calculated graphite/epoxy spa11 and ejecta
velocities appear to be roughly accurate.
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4.0 Aluminum Targets
A significant fraction, if not most of the Space Station,
will be built of aluminum. Some data on alumlnum spall and
ejecta exists in the literature. The followlng shots supplement
this information.
All of the targets used in these shots were 6 x 6 x 0.089 inch
thick 6061 T-6 aluminum. This material is representative of what
might be expected in a bumper or outer wall protecting the inner
hull of a habitation module.
4.1 Shot 0933 (0.089 " Thick 6061 T-6 Aluminum)
The test setup for this shot was exactly the same as for the
graphite/epoxy shots #917 and 923. The target was inside a
plexiglass box, with styrofoam all around to catch the spa11 and
ejecta.
Table 3-2 summarizes the data for this shot. A 4.98 mg
nylon projectile impacted a 0.089 inch thick target of 6061 T-6
aluminum traveling at 6.3 km/sec. 0.12 grams of ejecta and spall
were collected, making up 50.9 percent of the mass change of the
target. 71.2 percent of the collected material was spall.
Figure 4-1 shows the target after the shot.
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 plot ejecta mass versus length and
diameter. The length and diameter terms are somewhat misleading
holdovers from the graphite/epoxy plots. The aluminum particles
are small chips or flakes rather than slivers.
Figures 4-4 through 4-7 plot ejecta mass and calculated
velocity versus theta and phi (see appendix B for a definition of
theta and phi). The calculated velocities are, in general much
higher than for the graphite epoxy shots. The high speed film
data (see section 4.2) indicates that while these estimated
velocities are in the correct range for the large particles, they
may be a factor of two or so too high for the small particles.
Thus the highest velocities indicated in these graphs may need to
be reduced by a factor of two.
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 plot ejecta mass and velocity versus
cone angle. The cone angle, in this case, is the angle between a
normal to the target face at the impact point and the ejecta
particle's velocity vector.
Figure 4-10 plots ejecta mass versus velocity. This plot is
estimated to include about half the total ejecta mass.
Figure 4-11 plots the Log(number of ejecta particles of mass
Mi and larger) versus the Log(Mi/Mtotal ejecta mass). A least
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4.2 Shot #975 - High Speed Camera Shot
Shot #975 was performed to determine accurate ejecta and
spa11 particle velocities. A 4.6 mg nylon projectile, traveling
at 6.66 kngsec impacted a .089 inch thick, 6061 T-6 aluminum
target. 0.10 grams of spall and ejecta were produced as measured
by weighing the target before and after the shot. More data on
the shot is contained in Appendix A, which lists all the shots
and their basic parameters.
Figure 4-26 shows the high speed film raw data.
Table 4-1 shows the worksheet used to calculate the particle
vel oci ty.
4.3 Shot #979 - Additional Data
Though no high speed film or particle count data was taken
with this shot, the total ejecta and spa11 and energy were used
in later derivations of equations.
A 4.60 mg projectile traveling at an estimated 5.6 km/sec
impacted a 6061 T-6 aluminum target and produced a total of 0.07
grams of spall and ejecta. Appendix A documents the shot in more
detail.
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4.4 Comparison of Calculated and Measured Velocity Data
Figure 4-27 shows calculated ejecta velocity from shot #933
and measured (with the high speed camera film) velocity from shot
#975. The calculated data indicates smaller high speed particles
(max velocity = 7.5 km/sec). The measured data shows a single
point for the small particles of around 4 km/sec. This single
data point represents a maximum velocity for the small particles
as measured on the film for shot #975. This indicates the calculated
velocities for the small aluminum particles may be high by as
much as a factor of two. Since this error is conservative for damage
estimation, and since projectiles with densities higher than
nylon (which was used in these tests) are likely to occur in the
real case, the calculated velocities were used in later damage
calculations. Higher density projectiles are predicted to result
in more spall and ejecta coming off at higher velocities.
Figure 4-28 shows a similar plot for spall. Once again, the
maximum calculated velocities for the small particles are much
higher than the maximum measured velocity.
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5.0 Derived Relationships from Graphite/Epoxy and Aluminum
Impact Data
venal em irically derived relationships for ejecta/spall
Se P ........ "-_ive dama-e potential
elo d to help aetermlne une _.,=J.o,-
were dev Pe__ "--acts. They were generally developed for both
from seconu_Lv _,-_,
ra hlte/epoxy and aluminum targets by least squares fits or uata
g P ' ....... "_^_ _n Sections 3 and 4. Two basic equations
e snot, s oe_L_=_from th _ _ ....... tA_sc,ibed in Section b;
•n the damage assessment p_u_L=., ._ _ _ ..... ,__.,
used zj__, ^_ C_e correlated the total mass or t.n.ee3ecta/sP_
were.uev=-_y_-_=--- .... -,, of the projectile, wnlle tne u_.=L
cles wlun _t_= =,t=_a
partl ...... = -'^-_a/s_ll _articles of a given, energy
related the numDer u_ =J=_ . _ - _ .... elatlonsn1-s
ve to the total mass of e3ecta/spall- These two r
an.d.,ab__.o _, combined into a single relationship that expresses
cuu_u _=-_ _r'" ...... _--_.= _4eh _ aiven ener y anu
the number or ejecta/spali__P_[_:_$_"D._'es" _althouoh thg_s was
bore to the particle ana p_uj=_._= ._....=- • -s atel
:on done in this study. Both relatlonshlps were developed eparvaliY
for graphite/epoxy and aluminum targets and are therefore
only for the specific target type.
The following sections describe all relationships developed
in the study.
5.1 Total gjecta/Spall Bass Scaled with Projectile Energy
As rough approximation in this limited study, the total
a ........ nd s_all nroduced from hypervelocity
combineo mass or e3e_= - _ =
impact was scaled as a function of projectile energy. This
approach may be conservative in that the mass of ejecta/spall is
probably over-estimated as projectile energy increases.
In Figure 5-1, the total combined ejecta and spall mass is
plotted versus projectile energy for all shots with sufficient
data listed in Appendix A. The labels indicate whether a target
is graphite/epoxy or aluminum, differences in ply orientation,
cloth or no-cloth covering, thin or semi-infinite (0.5 in. thick)
target, aluminum or nylon projectile, and normal or oblique
impact angles. The impact obliquity angle is the angle between
the target surface normal and the projectile flight path (30 deg.
in the two oblique shots in this study).
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5.1.1 Graphite/EPOXY Targets
n Fiure 5-2, a least-squares linear fit to the thin plate
• _ - g .... ,--_ _-d without cloth covering) is given by
te/e OX Q_ _W_AA _aine.Theequationrelatesthecomb ne mass
ejecta/spa11, Mes (g), to projectile energy, Eproj (J}-
Mes = 0.00357 * Eproj - 0.00935
This equation is valid for thin (approximately 0.I in. thick)
hlte/e oxy targets. It does not include the effects of
grap " .. P ._ ^_14_,4tv anale, or target surface covering.
projectlle aensz_y, .... u---_ :- ............
al shots from late in the study were not zncluaea zn tnls ear£le[
butwereusedforotherp rposes(primar !L
and"s_all particle velocity verificatlon uslng the _aru_n ..L_,,
speed camera).
Generally, more ejecta/spall was produced from the thin plates
the thick for equal energy projectiles. This effect also
than _- -_ ..... _ in the obllque angle shots on the thlnseems Eo p_ay a ._._
• because the projectile passes through the plate at an
plates, . . .... --_- ie. the nlate is relatively thicker
it sees mule _o_=,
angle, .... .______ In the limited number of obllqu.e shots,
e ODII Ue imp=ul.m.for th q r ro ectiles.
• as sli htly less for equal ene gyp 3
the e]ecta/spall mass.w g . •
• more data, e3ecta/spall mass versus pro3e ctxle energy
Gu:Vevnes could be constructed for different target thlckness to
projectile diameter ratios.
Slightly more ejecta/spall was produced from equal energy
impacts with higher density (2.7 g/cc) aluminum (6061-T6) projectiles
than with nylon projectiles (1.14 g/cc) for the thin targets.
This phenomenon for semi-infinite targets is illustrated by the
increase in crater volume with projectile density in Figure 5-3.
The impact velocity for the data plotted in Figure 5-3 was 6.6
kin/set. It has been reported that the influence of projectile
density on crater volume and presumably ejecta mass decreases
with increasing projectile velocity, and may become negligible at
meteoroid velocities (Ref.2, p.467).
The ro'ectile density effect was not quantified for additional
p_z.3 .... .=___4_=_ shots at nearly equivalent projectile
teas . -...... .^-, _h_ e_ecta/soall mass varied by 0.05.g
es (|89_ ano vo_,JJ , .... _
energl, ______._.. 25 _ercent. Thus, the apparent increase in
or appr ux_ma_
• cta/s all mass with density increases was not appreclaDiy
e]e P_ ............ ^f the data. Second, the length to
nan Ene _u_u_=,._ ,,greater t ...... ..._. .... _,,_indrical projectiles was
diameter ratio _zor_.cne _',__._:_. -__tiles_ L/D ratio was
ximatel 0.b while Erie n_u. _j_
appro Y As the L/D ratio decreases, the crater volume
approximately 1.0.
(and perhaps ejecta/spall mass) also decreases as shown in Figure
5-4. Thus, the full effect of higher projectile density was
masked by lower projectile L/D ratio. Also, occasionally the
projectile will yaw (crater volume is a function of the cosine of
152
yaw angle). Yaw is especially a problem with the aluminum projectiles
with a low L/D. All this results in uncertainties that led us to
disregard the projectile density in these approximate calculations.
A cloth covering significantly reduced the amount of ejecta
produced from equivalent energy projectiles for thick plates
tested in this study (shots #883 and #884). However, the effect
of cloth is not nearly as apparent for the thin plate data which
was used to generate the above equation. The quantitative advantage
of cloth in terms of reducing the mass of ejecta/spall appears to
be a function of the target thickness to projectile diameter
ratio. More data will be needed to develop the exact relationship.
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Figure 5-3
Projectile Density Effects
(Taken from Ref. 2)
• @ •
(a)
_. 1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
W
Q,.
0.4
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,,, 0.2
I I I I l
2 4 6 8 I0
PROJECTILE DENSITY, pp (gm/cm 3)
(b)
E
8 ,.,
_E
6 JO
>
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W
1--
2 u
Crater depth and volume for equa]-mass spheres of vur/ous densities.
(u) Photographic representation; (b) L,raphica] representation: (Z_) volume versus p, ;
(O) penetration versus p,. Tarliet: 110-F AI, semiinfinite. Impact velociw: 6.6 km/sec.
ProjectL1e: Zeiux-Wpe M CO, -= ].20, diam =, 0.313). 2017 AJ Co, "= 2.70, diam ,= 0.240);
C1020 steel CO, -= 7.80 g/cm, diam -- 0.169 in.). All projectiles ume mus---0.32 ii-
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?igure 5-4
Projectile L/D Effects
(Taken from Ref. 2)
-- • I
(o)
i 0.2 __,___ 2
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
[/d s
(b)
Crater depth and volume for projectiles of equal _ and _u'iom shapes.
(a) Photographic representation; (b) IpraphicaI representation versus lid. ; (o) penetration
versu. I/d.;(z_)volume verausl/d.. Target: II00-FAI, _n/te. Impact velocity:
6.6 km/sec. Projectile: 2017 AI. All projectiles same ma_----0.32 g.
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5.1.2 _luninum Targets
Figure 5-5 illustrates a linear fit to the 6061-T6 aluminum
total ejecta and spall mass versus projectile energy data. The
equation relates the combined mass of ejecta/spall, Mes (g), to
projectile energy, Eproj (J), for thin (0.089 in thick) 6061-T6
aluminum targets.
Mes = 0.00301 * Eproj _ 0.178
When this equation was developed, only two early data points
at basically the same projectile energy were available (shots #933
and #975). Therefore, an empirical equation for aluminum developed
from experimental results for use at 10 km/sec projectile speeds
(Ref. i, p.2640) was used to generate another point at higher
projectile energies. This equation related the ejecta mass to
projectile mass.
Me = 115 * Mproj
The linear fit was through these three data points. Shot
#979 was an additional later nylon projectile data point that
fell near the aluminum linear scaling line. The last two shots
(#991 and #992) were with aluminum (6061-T6) projectiles and seem
to indicate that the projectile density effect for aluminum
targets may be greater than for graphite/epoxy because of the
large amounts of ejecta/spall that were produced (especially in
shot #991). More data will be necessary to confirm this however.
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5.2 Number of Ejecta/Spall Particles of a Given Mass and Above
From the data of individual ejecta and spall particles, a
linear Log-Log relationship was found relating the number of particles
of a given mass and greater, N, to the ratio of the particle mass,
M (g), over the total ejecta/spall mass, Mes (g). The functional
form of this equation is useful to get an idea of the mass
distribution of the ejecta and spall particles, but was not used
as such in the damage assessment model explained in Section 6.
The general form of the equation reduces to
N = k * (M / Mes)n
where the constants, k and n, for various specific target groups
are given in the following sub-sections.
5.2.1 Graphite/Epoxy Targets
The least-squares linear fits for the graphite/epoxy ejecta
particles given in Figures 3-11, 3-23, 3-28, 3-42, and 3-66 are all
plotted in Figure 5-6 together with the overall graphite/epoxy
ejecta average. Similarly, the linear fits for the graphite/epoxy
spall particles given in Figures 3-29, 3-52, and 3-76 are all
plotted in Figure 5-7 with the overall graphite/epoxy spall
average. The ejecta and spa11 average lines as well as the
overall graphite/epoxy average are plotted in Figure 5-8. Spall
is typically about 60 to 70 percent of the total ejecta and spall
mass for the plate thicknesses (approximately 0.1 An.)tested in
this study as is indicated in Table 3-2.
From Figure 5-8, it is evident that although there is about
twice as much spall mass as ejecta mass, the number of particles
of a given particle mass and greater for the same ratio of particle
mass to total particle mass (ejecta or spall) As nearly the same
for ejecta and spall (for typical particle to total mass ratios
of 0.0001 to 0.05). In other words, there are approximately
twice as many spall particles as ejecta particles for a given
particle mass. (The real factor is _ raised to the n power when
total spall mass is twice the ejecta mass which, because n
approximately equals -i, makes N s = 2 * Ne). The k and n constants
for the general equation are:
___n__
G/E Ejecta 0.0276 -1.155
G/E Spall 0.0070 -1.382
G/E Avg. 0.0131 -1.253
In Figure 5-9, the average equation for graphite/epoxy with
cloth is plotted with the average equation for graphite/epoxy without
cloth. In Section 5.1.1, it was mentioned that for a given
energy projectile there was little observable difference between
159
cloth and no-cloth covered graphite/epoxy in terms of the total
ejecta/spall mass. Given that information, it is apparent from
Figure 5-9 that, in the typical partlcle to total mass ratio range
of 0.0001 to 0.05, there are more ejecta/spall partlcles that
have large relative masses (partlcle to total mass ratio of 0.001
and greater) for graphite/epoxy targets without cloth than with
cloth. The reverse holds true for ejecta/spall particles of
lower relative masses (particle to total mass ratio of less than
0.001). The k and n constants for the general form of the equation
are:
___n__
G/E w/ Cloth
G/E w/out Cloth
0.0036 -1.426
0.0356 -1.157
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5.2.2 Aluminum Targets
In Figure 5-10, the overall average graphite/epoxy equation
(from Section 5.2.1) is plotted with the average aluminum equation
of Figure 4-24 and a equation from the literature for the mass
distribution of particles resulting from a 10 Km/sec impact on an
aluminum spacecraft (Ref. I, p.2640). From Figure 5-10 it is
clear that the aluminum test where particle counts were taken
(shot #933) resulted in somewhat fewer particles of a given mass
and greater than the literature equation for orbital debris
impacting into an aluminum spacecraft. This may be due to the lower
density for the nylon projectile (1.14 g/cc) used in shot #933
versus the presumed higher projectile density in the tests that
resulted in the reported spacecraft particle distribution (typically
2.8 g/cc is used for orbital debris density). The k and n constants
for the general form of the equation are:
___k__ ___n__
G/E average
A1 average
A1 Spacecraft
0.0276 -1.155
0.0873 -0.997
0.8 -0.8
5.3 Number of Ejecta/Spall Particles of a Given Energy and Above
A key pair of equations developed for the damage assessment
model (described in Section 6) relates the number of ejecta and
spell particles of a given energy and above to the particle
energy and the total ejecta and spell mass for both graphite/epoxy
and aluminum (6061-T6) targets. The general form of the equation
is:
Log(N) = a *(Log(E / Mes ))2 + b * Log(E / Mes ) + c
where the number, N, of ejecta/spall particles of a given particle
energy, E (J), and greater related in a second-order Log-Log
expression to the particle energy and total ejecta/spall mass,
Mes (g). The total ejecta and spell mass, Mes
the projectile energy as explained in section 5_). ' is related toThe equations
and constants (a,b,c) for both graphite/epoxy and aluminum targets
are described in the following sections.
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5.3.1 Graphite/Epoxy Targets
Figure 5-11 shows the least-squares fit to all the graphite/epoxy
data for which particle counts were completed (shots %883, %884,
#894, #917, and %923). Curve-fits were also developed for
graphite/epoxy with and without a cloth covering as given in
Figures 5-12 and 5-13, and to describe the graphite/epoxy ejecta
and spall particle energies as given in Figures 5-14 and 5-15.
The curves for cloth and no-cloth covered graphite/epoxy are
compared in Figure 5-16 From this figure it is obvious that
cloth covering reduces the energy of the ejecta/spall particles, a
As will be seen in section 5.4, this is due to the reduction of
the ejecta/spall particle velocity. Ejecta and spall particle
energy curves are compared in Figure 5-17. There is not a large
difference between ejecta and spall particle energies (on a ratio
basis of particle energy to total particle mass; remember that
spall mass was found to be approximately twice ejecta mass in
this study) but a slight tendency exists for spall to have more
higher energy particles and fewer lower energy particles than
ejecta (on a ratio basis). The graphite/epoxy coefficients for
the general equation (a,b,c) are:
__n_ __]L_ __n_
G/E over all -0.168 -0.851 +1.695
G/E w/ Cloth -0.322 -1.227 +1.203
G/E w/out Cloth -0.163 -0.663 +1.822
G/E Ejecta -0.218 -0.897 +1.602
G/E Spall -0.169 -0.674 +1.737
5.3.2 Alumlnum Targets
Figure 5-18 shows the quadratic form of the ejecta/spall
particle energy distribution for aluminum (shot #933). The
aluminum ejecta equation and curve appears in Figure 5-19, the
aluminum spall equation is in Figure 5-20, and a comparison between
them in Figure 5-21. There were significantly more higher energy
and less lower energy spall particles than ejecta particles.
This was due to the mass distribution of the aluminum ejecta/spall
particles, not a difference in observed velocity between ejecta
and spall. There were many more large particles (chunks) in the
aluminum spall, while the aluminum ejecta was mainly very small
particles (less than/equal to 0.0001 g) and dust. A comparison
between the overall graphite/epoxy and overall aluminum particle
energy curves is given in Figure 5-22. These curves were used in
the damage assessment model as discussed in Section 6. Basically,
there were significantly more high energy and less low energy
aluminum ejecta/spall particles observed than graphlte/epoxy
ejecta/spall particles for the limited number of shots made
during this study.
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5.4 E_ecta/Spall Particle Velocity and Mass
Figure 5-23 is a combination of Figures 3-9, 3-22, 3-41, 3-
51, 3-65, and 3-75. It gives an idea of how the calculated
particle velocity varies with particle mass. Some of the lower
mass ejecta/spall particles can travel relatively fast while all
higher mass particles tend to travel slowly. For each individual
shot, a line was constructed that delineated the maximum particle
velocity boundary. There was little real difference between
ejecta and spall particle velocities. However, the particle
velocities for cloth covered graphite/epoxy were significantly
lower than for graphite/epoxy without cloth. Figure 5-23 shows
three lines which are averages of the individual boundaries:
G/E w/out cloth
G/E average
G/E w/ cloth
V = -540 * M + 4.65
V = -1543 * M + 4.09
V = -2546 * M + 3.53
where the maximum ejecta/spall particle velocity, V (km/sec), is
related to particle mass, M (g). These equations were not used
in the damage assessment model described in Section 6, but are
presented to indicate calculated particle velocity distributions.
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OF POOR QUALITY
6.0 Estimate of Damage Potential to the Space Station
Based on the scaling relationships developed in the previous
section, a preliminary assessment was made of the relative amounts
of damage that can be expected from impacts by ejecta and spall
particles on particular Space Station structures. The flux from
primary impacts (meteoroids and orbital debris) is compared to
the flux from secondary impacts (ejecta and spall) with a given
critical kinetic energy that will result in damage to the particular
Space Station structure of interest. A spreadsheet program for
IBM compatible PC computers was developed to perform the damage
assessment calculations.
This section describes the damage assessment model ; specifically
summarizing the empirical equations used for relating the
pr imary/secondary fluxes and explaining the main model assumptions.
Then, the results from applying the model to cases of interest
(Station module window, docked Space Shuttle window, habitat
module wall, and solar panels) are described.
6.1 Damage From Primary Impacts - Meteorolds and Orbital Debris
Spacecraft, space stations, and satellites in Earth orbit
are susceptible to potential damage from collisions with both
meteoroids and orbital debris. Meteoroids occur naturally while
orbital debris (or space junk) originate from man-made objects.
Generally, because orbital debris are Earth-orbiting while meteoroids
follow interplanetary trajectories, the relative velocities are
lower for collisions between orbital debris and spacecraft (average
approximately 10 km/sec)than for meteoroid collisions (average
approximately 20 km/sec). The average density of orbital debris
is approximately that of aluminum, 2.8 g/cc, while cometary
meteoroids have a typical density of 0.5 g/cc. Both types of
objects are assumed to be spherical.
The level of hazard to a spacecraft from primary impacts
depends on the size of the spacecraft, the number and size of
primary objects in its operating environment and the time-in-
orbit for the spacecraft. The number of impacts, N_, ._ver a _i_e
period, t (yrs), is related to the primary flux, tlmpacrs/m z
of surface area- yr), and spacecraft surface area, A (m'2), by:
Ni= F *A* t
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6.1.1 Meteoroid Model
The NASA recommended meteoroid model (Ref. 7) was used in
this study. The average near-Earth meteoroid flux, Fme t (impacts/m^2
of surface area- yr), with meteoroid mass, Mme t (g), and larger
is given by the following equations:
for Mmet>=10-6,
L°g(Fmet) = -1.213 * Log(Miner) _ 6.871
and for Mmet<10-6,
Log(Fmet) = -0.063 *(Log(Mmet))2 _ 1.584 * Log(Mmet ) _ 6.840
This meteoroid flux is assumed to be omnidirectional although
recent work (Ref. 8) indicates a directional dependence with most
meteoroids coming from the direction of motion. The Earth partially
shields the Space Station from meteoroids and the extent of
shielding is a function of altitude (Ref. 9). The equation used
to multiplicatively compensate the meteoroid flux for this effectis:
SF = (R + H + (H2 + 2RH)_)/(2R +H)
where SF is the shielding factor which depends on the radius of
the Earth, R, and the altitude of the Space Station, H. Because
meteoroids are attracted by the Earth's gravity field, the meteoroid
flux is also factored by a Earth defocusing factor, Dr, which
depends on the distance from the Space Station to the center of
Earth in units of Earth's radius, r:
DF = 0.568 + (0.432/r)
6.1.2 Orbital Debris Model
Orbital debris are different size particles, fragments, and
objects in orbit that result mainly from satellite breakups/explo-
sions and subsequent collisions with operational and nonoperational
payloads, rocket casings, etc. Unlike meteoroids which just pass
through, orbital debris tends to accumulate (with every launch)
and build (from subsequent collisions with other objects) in
orbit, especially for frequently used low Earth and geosynchronous
orbits. The only naturalmechanism for debris removal is atmospheric
drag, which acts slowly except at the lowest altitudes. Thus, orbital
debris is of particular concern for future space missions (Refs.
2, 10-13). The 1990 's predicted orbital debris flux, Fod (impacts/m^2
surface area - yr), with debris mass, Mod (g), and greater for a
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Space Station in 30 degree inclination, 500 km circular orbit is
given by (Ref. 14):
for Mod<=l.47 g
Log(Fod) = -0.84 * Log(Nod) - 5.320
and for Mod>l.47 g,
Log(Foal) = 0.0391 *(Log(Mod))2 - 0.466 * Log (Nod) - 5.384
The orbital debris flux is highly directional (essentially only
• actin a spacecraft from the direction of flight), but because
imp _,,_ _lux euuatlons are expressed in terms of total surface
efie'ctofobliqueimpactsontotaleje ta,
not quantified, flux directionality was not included In un16was
study. An illustration of how quickly the primary fluxes decrease
with increasing primary particle size is given in Figure 6-1 (from
Ref. 14).
6.1.3 Space Station Area Node1 and Probability of Impact
A model of the dual keel Space Station was developed early
n thls stud to determine the surface area to be used in calculating
i " . Y __ __ --- ..... impacts expected during the Space
the total number u_ FLz-'=_ _
Station operating lifetime. The total Space Station surface area
(including truss, pressurized volumes, solar arrays, radiators,
and major payload/experiment packages) as given in Table 6-1 is
approximately 11,500 m z. The subject of the model was an IOC
Space Station reference configuration prior to March 1986 (Ref.
15). Since that time the configuration has further evolved (Ref.
16,17) and this model requires updating. However, it is presented
here because the surface area was used in the damage assessment
model. Changes in Space Station surface area should not change
the relative damage potential between primary and secondary
impacts much.
The meteoroid and orbital debris fluxes are calculated using
the uations in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. The sum of the impacts
eq • and reater and from
from orbital debris with. a dl"etteor _fellCm_ debglis particle is
meteoroids with an equal energy
calculated using the equation in Section 6.1. Finally, the
probability of no impact, Phi, during the 30 year assumed lifetime
of the Space Station is calculated from Poisson's probability:
Phi = exp(-(Fmet * SF * DF + Fod) * t * A)
6.2 Damage From Secondary Impacts - E_ecta and spall
A model was constructed and programmed inbe a spreadsheet
format to estimate the amount of damage that can expected from
secondary impacts. That program is described below.
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6.2.1 Damage Assessment Worksheet
An example worksheet is given in Table 6-2. A couple of Space
Station variables need to be set by the user: station surface area
(from Table 6-1) and station lifetime. In addition, several
variables need to be set that describe the structure for which the
damage assessment is being made.
One of the key variables to be defined is a critical energy
for a particle that would result in unacceptable damage to the
sensitive area (or structure that is being assessed).
For this particular example, the critical energy was arbitrarily
set at 120 joules. Another variable is the sensitive area's
surface area which was set at 200 m2 in this example. This variable
is not particularly important because it is only used in the
calculation for the total number of impacts on the sensitive
surface. An assessment of the relative amount of damage from
primary and secondary impacts can be made simply by looking at
the fluxes of primary/secondary particles on the sensitive surface.
The flux calculation does not involve the sensitive area surface
area directly.
However, the surface area is involved indirectly in another
important parameter--the fraction of surface area of the Space
Station that faces the sensitive area. In other words, this
factor gives the fraction of Space Station surface area that
produces ejecta/spall that can potentially hit the sensitive
surface (ie. the fraction of station area that is within line-of-
sight of the sensitive surface). It has to be calculated/estimated
by the user based on the geometry of the station and the size of
the sensitive surface. Naturally, as the sensitive surface area
decreases, less station surface area is within the line-of-sight
of the sensitive surface. This factor will be referred to as the
"station surface area fraction" or SAF through the remainder ofthe text.
Another important user supplied factor is the fraction of sky
covered by the station as seen from the sensitive surface (using
hemispherical geometry). Because it is geometry related, no
calculation exists in the present program and it must be calcu-
lated/estimated by the user. This factor will be referred to as
the "view factor" or VF. The fraction of the ejecta/spall produced
by primary impacts on the Space Station that immediately hits the
sensitive surface is thus calculated as the product of SAF and VF
(this product will be referred to as the secondary impact fraction
or SF).
For a given critical energy, the flux of primary particles
that have this energy and greater is calculated based on the flux
equations in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, and the average velocities
for meteoroids and orbital debris. These fluxes for the example
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critical energy of 120 J are given on the first page of Table 6-2
(within the highlighted box). The meteoroid flux is greater in
this case but as critical energy increases, the orbital debris
flux becomes the more important primary flux.
The ejecta/spall flux of particles having the critical
energy and greater is determined by integrating over the entire
range of appropriate projectile masses (the model now integrates
om 0.001 g and above). For a given projectile mass and velocity
fr ¢,, _he averaues for orbital debris and meteoroids), the mass
•- ...._ -- _ -,, ,_ __,,.,I_ d Cr,_,, the eauations in _ectlon
of ejecta ano spall %_ =a._u_._ S_'Y"__=^ -one for the case of
5.1. TWO sets or calculatlons az_ mou=--v
having the entire Space Station made of aluminum (and thus all
ejecta/spall produced from primary impacts would be aluminum), and
the other set for the case of the Space Station being entirely
graphite/epoxy- A comparison is then possible between the relative
damage potential of graphlte/epoxy ejecta/spall and aluminum
ej ecta/spall.
If the results from applying this model to sensitive areas of
interest indicate that secondary impacts may create as much or
then it might be advisable
more of a problem than primary impacts,
to make the model more realistic by setting it up with different
materials for various Space Station structures and calculating a
more accurate picture of the amount of secondary damage to expect
on the sensitive surface.
After the total ejecta/spall mass is calculated, the equations
described in Section 5.3 are applied to determine the number (or
ux) of e'ecta/spall particles having the critical energy and
fl . eJ ..... A .... ¢_act fraction (SF) is then used to factor
greater. _n_ m,=_u-_= ..2 *.-_
e total Space Station secondaries flux having the crztzcal
th ....... A-_--mine the amount of secondaries flux
energy anu greau_z _u u=_=_
striking the sensitive surface. In the example of Table 6-2,
ith a SAF of 25% and a VF of 25%, the resulting SF is 0.0625
Which results in the ejecta/spall flux being about 7% of the
total number of critical energy impacts on the sensitive surface
if the Space Station was entirely graphlte/epoxy and about 6% if
it was aluminum. This example indicates that a designer for the
sensitive surface that was concerned about meteoroid/orbital
debris damage should factor the total primary flux (sum of meteor-
oid and orbital debris fluxes) by approximately 1.07 to compensate
for damage from secondary impacts.
Figure 6-2 is a graph of the Table 6-2 example that plots
the secondary flux versus SF. The graphite/epoxy secondaries
lux is slightly above the aluminum secondaries flux primarily
f ........ "^- _-t si-nificantly reduced the number of
pe_%%%% a°_l;n d%_agUmiPn_gUa i_%'i mum = ej e cta / s pal I particles. Thzs
assumption is explained in Section 6.2.2 (letter d).
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Figure 6-i-
Primary Fluxes (from Ref. 14)
1990's AVERAGE ENVIRONMENT
Orbital Debris
800 km Altitude
400 km Altitude
Meteoroids
-110 10
Diameter (cm)
10 3 10 4
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Table 6-1
(page 1 of 3)
PrDperties ¥iJue
CoKosJte density (g/co) 1.5;75
Iktloroid density (g/It) 0.S
Ere*el! _brks density (¥c() 2,|
l_teoroJd (ritJca| mass (|) 3.1_S2E-01
Orbital Dnrss erie..ass t9) ].41_JE_O0
_,(t station stru(ture life (Fs)
Log*stl[s eoduie lile (yrs)
£jecta station vin factor
lltwoid [_rl_ III ?_10kl
IriJt*l htril [wly (JI T_IO_.I
kl. hi. Ikl/s)
live. hi. (ks/sI
3O
!
0.25
2.712
le
le
li41_J01-& IIs,dzrKtimal Fiber
It (1il a Pi) 1.92000 S Igige Pel t.12110
I[ (gig* Pal -2.27000 K (|i_ Pl) 0.10204
Yt (gi|e Pal 0.04_16
Yc (|ila Pal ..O.OY300
YMorllation Energy (Jlgl 3570.5
Vall4rization _wly (J/i) 12059.0
A] 2219-TD yield stress (gila Pe) 0.317159
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Table 6-i, Continued
(page 2 of 3)
SlITlle
IIIFII_ Ill4 lllUiTlll
li[[l. IIEFEREMC[COREI_IUTIOII
hEN SLOPE LENGTH
FT
_)ooon Nodule Cylinder 42
CON1202 Cylisder 2l
Lo;_stlcs lied. [ylinaer
Solsr k'rays Flit Plste DO
Radzators Flat Plate 50
(_duJe)
Radiators Fiat Plste SO
tPar sys.)
Hangsr _
(U)N _70)
_l lnstr.Stor. _m 45
S4A OOO6 Joz 20
TDIq2010 ioz l0
_A W_5 Rex 15
SA;, 0207 _, l0
_A 0_;09 Jol 15
_T lear. t+y Do, 70
MT SYCkT Ibs
T_ 2_ Ioz
t
Oe+uelin;Jay I_, 70
Truss El_ents
|usJ [eel Cyllmder
Upper ires Cylimder
Lover Io_ Cylssder
ffid Ooo| Cy|isd_"
Trsnsv. Boos Cylind_
(inboard snd outboard)
godule Support Cylinder
Roos Elements
Truss Total
BY Cylinder
_rlocks Cylisder
Antenn, |ir_
(TOR2000/20700
ilDTH _ DEPTH rdlil_A_ WIO£.q IDT.RURF. iTERIIL
IIIIBETER MEA PiiEA llfl_
FT FT FT SOIW. FT ltD.
14 2,1_.1 4 11,620.| dUmooe
14 - 112_l.5 I |1]_1.$ IUu_lil
13.2 - l,ikltS 1 l,ii4t.$ Cmposite
32.5 5,200.0 i 4J,6N.0 CerMi(
24 2m400.0 2 4,100.0 Iktldii(
6 140.O 2 J,2N.0 Jktadlic
27 2S 7,SW.0 1 7,SW.0 C_iite
10 JR 2,000.0 1 2,NI.i bite
10 10 1,000.0 l 1,000.O CoopNite
10 10 li_.0 1 _40.0 Cmposi te
10 10 I00.0 1 NO.O _osite
10 10 I+¢.0 I 6410.0 Co_ooi te
12 10 900.0 ! _.0 C_pNJte
30 10,_10.O J le,2N.I r.lmJte
I 11,2R0.0 I II,_N.I DIIpl_te
6 6 044.0 1 144.1 _1e
3_ M ll,200.l I 10,2_Q.0 Cooposite
(_n s 16.4042 foot c_e truss, there is _p@. _5._2_ liMlr h_t o4
II(Im
NJCOESS
11316
I.I16
0.l
loot Leo. Lin. ft Vidth
I#ll o+ truss lit)
311.7 4,950.8 0.167 2,$37.9 2 5,1_.7 Callooite " O.l
147.6 2,297.7 0.167 I_203.1 l l,_O3.l Cupllitl 1.1
147.6 2,2W.7 0.167 1,203.1 1 1,_43.1CIllosite O.l
114.8 1,787.J 0.167 f35.7 l 9_.7 Gmposita 0.1
147.6 2,297.7 0.167 1,203.1 2 2,41NL2 Cllooite 0.1
213.3 3,310.9 0.167 i,737.8 1 1,737.0 CIpooite 0.1
12,51_.I
3 15 - 141.4 2 212.7 lli_i|ua t.ti
I0 7 219._ 2 439.1 _--_l I.ti
!00 7,154.0 J 7,154.1 Cml_ii te/lletal
2 iKb i_ tukn.)
TOTAL TIRE
lull M£A
IETERS SO. tTdI_
II10.87 II
IJ4.4J M
171.112 1
3,164.77 M
445.f3 M
Ill.i
715.13 M
115.11 M
!12.90 M
_.74 N
74.32 N
LL61
N7.61
qMl.6l
71.14 3t
N7.61 M
471.92 3O
111.77 M
111.77
16.93 M
223.54 311
161.4S 31
|,167.11
26.27
72'i.66
M
)0
itat]o, le*sl
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Table 6-i, Continued
(page 3 of 3)
]HFACTPROBAHJLITYCALCULAT|ONS
]1EK
Coma;n_oduie
EOM1202
LoBz$tzcs Nod.
Solar Arrays
Ra_Zators
(Ho_ule)
Radza:ors
IP=r zyz._
Hangar
(TOn 2570_
5AI lnstr.St_r.
3A_ O00e
TDR2010
H_ 0005
SAA 0207
5A_ _0_9
5_T SV_ Bay
TOM _2_0
Ref_ehn_ _y
DEDR/5 NO DE_]S I_ACT NETEOROI} NONET. INPET COIIiINEONO LIFETIHE ]HPAETS
DEBRIS DEBRIS OEBR]5 FLUI ABOVEPRO_BILIT¥ NETE_010 EMTH EARTH FLU! AOOVEPROBABILITY IHPACTPROB. Crit. Hass&
C_IT. MASSAVE. VOL. AVE. OIA.CRIT. HASB C_if. HAGSOA AVE, O|A, DEFOCUSIN5SHIELDING CRH, RA_ CRIT, I_S _ tAIL HAGSOR 6reater
5kArl5 (EC) (Ca) IIM*21YR 6kEATER (CH) F_TOR FACI_ IIII_21VR 6ftEAT_ MEAIER HET. B£0141S
1.4661 5.24E-0| hO00 3.597E-06
1.466l 5.24E-01 |.000 3.597E-06
1.466! 5.24E-01 hO00 3.597E-06
|.4661 5.24E-01 1.000 _.597E-06
1.6661 5.24E-01 I.O00 _.597E-06
|.4661 5.24E-01 J.O00 3.597E-06
|.4661 5.24E-0| |.PO0 3.597E*06
1.4661 5.24E-01 I,O00 1,597E-06
1.4661 5.24E-01 1.000 _.597E-06
1.4661 5,24£-01 1.000 3.597E-06
1.4661 5.24E-01 1.000 3.597E-06
|.4661 5.24E-01 LOW 3.597E-06
1.4661 5.24E-01 |.000 3.597E-06
1.4661 5.24[-01 1.000 3.597E-06
1.466I 5.24E-01 1.000 3.597E-06
|.4661 5.24E-0l 1.000 3.5WE-06
1.4661 5,24E-0! 1.000 3.597E*06
0.91720 1.12E_O0 0.9675 " 0.717 4.195E-07 0.9930 q.I|E-OL 0.0070 0.08.,
0,98773 hl2E*O0 0,9675 -. 0,717 4,465E-07 0,9990 9.87E-01 0.0010 0.01_
O._?_D |.12E÷O_ 0.9675 0.717 4.185E-07 1.0000 ?.99E-Ol 0.0000 0.00
0.65895 1.12E*00 0.9675 0.717 4.185E-07 0.9669 6.37E*01 0.0_7 0.(171
0.95301 1.12E÷00 0.9675 0.717 4,105E-07 0.9_61 9._9E-01 0.0037 0.0_
0.98004 |.12E*O0 0,9675 0.717 4.185E-07 0.9??0 9.97E-01 0.00|0 0.0120
0.92672 1.12E+O0 0.9675 0.717 4.185E*07 0.9939 _.2IE-OI 0.0461 0.07
0.98015 1,12E_00 0.9675 0.717 4.185E-07 0._984 9.79E-01 0.0016 0,020l
0.99002 1.12£_0 0.q675 0.717 q.JDSE-07 0.0992 9.89E-0| O.O00B O.Ot
0._400 1.12E*00 0.9675 0.717 4.165E-07 0.9995 9.94E-01 0.0005 O.00_u
4.9_201 1.12E+O0 O.?M5 0.717 4.t85E-07 0.9994 9.BlE-Ol 0.0006 0.00"
0.99400 1.]2E*00 0.9675 0.717 4.18SE-07 0.9995 9.94E-O[ 4.0005 0.00.
0.99102 i.12E*O0 0.9675 0.7L7 4.165E-07 0.9993 9.90E-01 0.0007 0.00_,
0.90279 |.12E+O0 0.9675 0.717 4.185[-47 0.9918 6.95E-01 0.008_ 0.10_
0.90279 1.12EtO0 0.9675 0.717 4.105E-07 0.9918 8.75E-0| 0.008_ 0.|023
0.79161 |.|2E+O0 0.9675 0.717 4.185E-07 0._?_3 9.?LE-OJ 0.0007 0.001
0.90279 1,12E*O0 0.9675 0.717 4.185E-07 0.qlB 0.95£-01 0.0083 0.1023
D_a[ [ee!
Upper _ooz
Lo=er _oom
flzd Boom
Trendy, _oos
b_i E_/ienL_
lr_ss Tot_
OMV
Azrlo;k$
Antenn_
ITDM206012070
|.4661 5.24E-0[ |.000 3.597E-06
1.4651 5.24E-0l 1.040 3.597E-06
|.466| 5.21E-0) 1.000 3.597E-06
1.4661 5.24E-01 6000 _.5_7E-06
1.46_1 5.24E-01 1._0 3.517E-06
1,4661 5.24E-01 1.000 3.507E-46
1.46_1 5.24E-01 1.0_0 3.4674E-06
|.4661 5.24E-01 1.400 _.597E*06
1.4661 5.24E-01 |.000 3.577E-06
1.4_6| 5.24E-01 1.000 3.597E-06
0,75034 hl2E+O_ 0.q675 0.717 4.|05E-07 0.9959 q.46E-OI 0.0041 0.050
0,9980| I. 12r*00 0,_675 0,7|7 4,160E-07 0,9990 ?.67E-0| O,OOlO 0.012
0, 9880l 1. ]2E_O0 0,9675 0,717 4. |05E-07 l,_ffO q,47E-O[ 0.00|0 0.012.
O,qPH)_ 1,12£',4)0 ih167_ 0,1|7 4,1ii5[-07 O,ql_ff2 9,q_E-Ol O.O00B 0.009
0.W616 h|2[,40 0.9675 0.717 4.lJSIE.-07 0.9181 q.74£-4)1 0.00|9 0.024
0.90273 1.12E_00 4.9675 0.717 4.185E-07 0.9986 q.OlE-Ot 0.0014 0.01;
6.8565E-01 1,12E+00 0.9675 0,717 4,185E-07 0,9699 0.77E-01 0.0|02 0,12]
0.997|7 |.|2E*O0 0.9675 0.717 4.185E°07 0.9q90 9.97E-01 0.0002 0.002
0.99,%0 |.12E+00 0.9675 0.717 4,18SE-07 0.9996 ?.95E-01 0.0004 0.00_
0.92427 1.12E+00 0.9675 0.717 4.185E°07 0.9937 _.lOE-Ol 0.0064 0.071
St&tion Total 1.4661 5.24E-0| I.O00 3.597E-06 2.044gE-0! 1.12E*00
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6.2.2 Model AssuapClons and Approximations
The worksheet model included a number of assumptions/approx-
imations which are explained below. The specific model applications
described in Section 6.3 were all determined using these assumptions.
a) The model includes both ejecta _ spall in the mass and
number of secondary particles produced from primary impacts.
Because some of the spall produced in an impact might be
contained and prevented from further impacts on other surfaces,
this assumption contributes to increasing the estimate of
potential damage from secondary impacts. The location of
the specific sensitive area relative to the rest of the
station will determine if it is subject to secondary ejecta,
spall, or both. When using the tables generated, this can
be taken into account by choice of SF.
b) The user must supply a "critical energy" that will result in
damage to a surface of interest. There may be more appropriate
parameters than kinetic energy to scale on.
c) The flux of ejecta/spall particles having the critical
energy and above is determined using empirical equations
developed in this study. These equations are necessarily
extrapolated beyond the bounds of the tests run in this
study (due to the tremendous velocities of meteoroids/debris
which we are trying to model) which implies that an unknown
amount of uncertainity is introduced into the calculation.
d) It was assumed that aluminum vaporizes with projectile
velocities above 7 km/sec (Ref.2, p.489--the user can easily
change this variable) and above this velocity, impacts on
aluminum structures will not produce any damaging ejecta/spall
particles (only vapor or very small particles which would be
a problem to structures only a relatively few inches away from
the impact point). This limit acts to reduce the total
(secondary producing) flux of orbital debris on aluminum to
about a quarter of its original. This 25% factor is calculated
within the model from the orbital debris velocity distribution
(Ref. 14) and is equal to the orbital debris fraction with
velocities less than 7 kngsec. This limit also reduces the
average orbital debris velocity that will produce any damaging
ejecta/spall from the actual average (9.3 km/sec) to the
average below 7 km/sec (or approximately 4.2 km/sec). This
assumption also nearly eliminates meteoroids as a source of
damaging ejecta/spall on aluminum structures because of the
high relative meteoroid velocities.
Because no information was available on meteoroid velocity
distributions when this part of the study was developed, the
meteoroid relative velocity for aluminum structures was
taken as the assumed aluminum vaporization velocity, ie. 7
196
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
km/sec. No corresponding vaporization velocity is assumed
for graphite/epoxy targets, pushing the aluminum-graphite/epoxy
comparison toward aluminum's favor.
The slopes of the mass distribution curves (Section 5.2) are
assumed to not change significantly at higher impact velocities.
From reported results of fragmentation distributions due to
different energy explosions (Ref. 18), this is probably not
quite true (higher energy impacts may produce relatively
more small particles and less large particles).
The Space Station nominal altitude was assumed at 500 km
(270 nm). Recently, the baseline _ altitude was
reduced to 463 km (250 nm) to lower launch costs (Ref. 19).
This change will result in somewhat reduced orbital debris
flux.
Self-shielding of various Space Station elements is not
considered--the entire Space Station surface area is assumed
exposed to orbital debris/meteoroid damage.
The program under-estimates the secondaries damage potential
at very low critical energies because the lower projectile
mass limit in the secondaries flux integration (presently
set at 0.001 g) is not low enough.
It is assumed that if ejecta or spall particles hit the sensitive
surface, they will do so immediately after being produced.
No attempt is made to calculate through orbital mechanics
whether any secondary collisions are possible several orbits
after the primary impact event.
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6.3 Application of Model to Cases of Interest
The damage assessment model was applied to several common
cases for Space Station operations: a habitat module window, a
window of a docked Shuttle, a habitat module wall, and solar
panels. Refer to Figure 6-8 for a current International Space
Station (ISS) configuration (Ref.17, p.82) that can be used to
visualize general geometry and view factors.
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6.3.1 Nodule Window
The module window design discussed in this section was taken
from a NASA white paper (Ref. 22). Current wlndow/viewing
requirements are under review (Ref. 25) but the window damage
assessment technique discussed here could certainly be applied to
new window designs. Primary and secondary fluxes are calculated
for one of four windows in a module; each window being 16 inches
in diameter, double pane, with a i inch thick pane of fused silica
glass.
Several impacts on previous space station (Skylab, Salyut)
windows have been recorded (Ref.23,24). For instance a Soviet
Salyut 7 space station window was struck on July 27, 1983 causing
a loud crack heard by the two-man cosmonaut crew. The Soviets
characterized the impact as "an unpleasant surprise," although
the 0.15 in. diameter crater on the window did not threaten the
pressure integrity of the pane (Ref.24, p.125).
6.3.1.1 Critical Energy Calculation
The critical energy calculation given in Table 6-3 utilizes
a penetration equation developed for Apollo windows and a criterion
to prevent spallation (Ref.26). The penetration equation related
crater depth, P (cm), to projectile density, p (g/cc), projectile
diameter, D (cm), and to projectile velocity, V (km/sec).
P = 0.53 * p0.5 • DI.06 • V0.67
The no-spall criterion related the minimum window thickness to
prevent spallation, t (cm), to the crater depth.
t = 7 * P
From the penetration equation and failure criterion, the window
pane thickness of 1 in., and known orbital debris/meteoroid
density and velocity, the critical size and energy of the projectiles
was calculated as given in Table 6-3. From the fluxes of orbital
debris and meteoroids having this critical size and greater (equations
given in Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2), the weighted average critical
energy for failure of a i inch thick glass pane was calculated as
approximately i00 joules.
6.3.1.2 Discussion
Table 6-4 is the output of the one module window damage
assessment program. The window critical energy of 100 J and
surface area of 0.13 raM2 has been entered. A SAF factor of 25%
was calculated/estimated and a VF of only 10% was estimated
because the module window for this analysis was oriented facing
away from the other modules (facing mainly truss, radiators and
solar arrays). With these factors a very low SF of 0.025 was
206
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Table 6-3, Window Worksheet
Spacecraft Window Critical Energy Determination
Glass Thickness (cm)
(outer of two panes)
Particle Density (glcc)
Particle Velocity (kmls)
Particle Critical Diameter (cm)
54
Meteor oi d Debri s
0.5 2.8
20 9.3
0.1460 0.1051
to avoid spall on silica glass panes (from Cour-Palais)
Particle Mass (g) 8.15E-04 1.70E-03
Particle Energy (J) 163.03 73.65
Particle Flux (#/m"2-yr) 5.19E-04 1.01E-03
with critical diameter and greater
Percent Flux 33.87 66.13
Average Critical Energy (J) 103.92
above which results in spalling of the first glass
pane from Meteoroid & Orbital Debris Impacts
208
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calculated. The important output is within the highlighted block
on the first page of the table. Given the low SF, ejecta/spall
adds only 2-3% to the total critical energy flux expected on the
window. The design factor for compensating the primary flux would
be 1.03 in this case.
However, viewing requirements may require that some of the
pressurized volume viewing ports have unrestricted views of a
large part of the station. For instance, some recent designs
call for a 5-window-sided workstation cupola positioned at a
Space Station node hatch (Ref.25, pp.2B-25,2B-39,2B-40) which
would be designed for good station viewing (Figure 6-9 and 6-10).
If the VF went as high as 50% and SAF decreases to 20% (the SAF
decreases as VF goes up because less of the total station is seen
by the sensitive surface), the SF would be 0.1. From Figure 6-
ii, a 10% SF would increase the ejecta/spall fraction of the total
critical energy flux on the cupola windows to about 0.09. Thus,
a design factor of I.i should be applied to the primary flux on
the cupolas to compensate for the secondaries flux.
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6.3.2 Orbiter Window with Orbiter Docked to Space Station
Figure 6-12 illustrates an orbiter docked to a Space Station
module (Ref.25, 2B-39). The orbiter windows comprise three panes
with the outer pane being 5/8 inch thick silica 91ass. The two
underlying panes provide a primary and secondary cabin pressure
integrity seal. Impact incidents involving the shuttle have
happened before. In June 1983, a micrometeorite or debris particle
struck Challenger's right-hand middle windshield (window no.5)
during STS-7. The crater measured 0.0178 in. deep by 0.0892 in.
diameter. Including flaws in the glass, the total damaged area
was 0.2 in. wide. Although the pressure integrity of the pane
was not compromised, the window was replaced due to fears the
damage could expand to dangerous levels when subjected to aerodynamic
and heating loads during a later launch or re-entry (Ref.24, p.125).
6.3.2.1 Crltlcal Energy Calculatlon
The failure criterion and penetration equation for orbiter
windows was taken from a study on solid rocket product impingement
on shuttle surfaces (Ref.28). The penetration equation was very
similar to Cour-Palais (described in Section 6.3.1.1). The
crater diameter (with spall), D e (cm), is related to the projectile
diameter, D (cm), projectile 6ensity, p (g/cc), and pro3ectile
velocity, V (km/sec).
Dc = 2.1 * D * p0.5 * V0.6
Applying this equation with orbital debr is/meteoroid average veloci ty
and density parameters to the size crater that resulted in replacement
of the STS-7 window, enabled the calculation of the approximate energy
of the impacting object (which differs between orbital debris and
meteoroids) :
Meteoroids
Orbital Debris
0.0207 2.32E-6 0.465
0.0146 4.54E-6 0.196
The proposed failure criterion for orbiter windows (Ref.28, pp.3-
16,6-15) was influenced by experimental evidence on the size of a
flaw that would continue to spread after the impact event due to
internal stress relief and thermal stress during entry. The
failure criterion is in terms of the projectile diameter, D (cm),
and velocity, V (km/sec). Above this value, an impacting projectile
will have enough energy to make it necessary to replace the orbiter' s
window.
D * V0-67 >= ii
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As given in Table 6-5, this failure criterion results in a critical
energy of 8.72E-7 joules which is too low for the model in its
present state to accept without significantly underestimating the
ejecta/spall effect (see Section 6.2.2, assumption h ). Therefore,
a critical energy equal to 0.2 joules was used in for this calcu-
lation.
6.3.2.2 Discussion
The orbiter window critical energy (0.2 J), surface area for one
window (0.15 m2), and docking period (0.019 yrs or 7 days) were
input into the model as given in Table 6-6. The SAF factor was
estimated as only 10% (because the orbiter is so close to the
Space Station when docked to a module) while the VF was 50%
resulting in a SF of 0.05. At the low critical energy of the
orbiter window, graphite/epoxy ejecta/spall particles having the
critical energy and greater are more numerous than aluminum.
However, the secondary flux in this case is less that a percent
of the total critical energy flux, whether the secondary flux is
graphite/epoxy or aluminum. Therefore, a flux design factor for
hazard assessment studies on the orbiter windows while docked to
the Space Station would be approximately 1.01. Figure 6-13
illustrates the dependence of the secondary fluxes on the SF factor.
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Table 6-5
Orbiter Window Critical Energy Determination
Glass Thickness (cm)
(outer of three panes)
Particle Density (g/co)
Particle Velocity (km/s)
0.9525
Meteoroid Debris
0.5 2.8
20 9.3
Particle Critical Diameter (cm) 0.00018729 0.000248(from Ref.28 study)
Particle Mass (g)
Particle Energy (J)
1.72E-12 2.26E-11
3.44E-07 9.76E-07
Particle Flux (#/m_2-yr) 8.22E+02 4.20E+03
with critical diameter and greater
Percent Flux 16.38 83.62
Average Critical Energy (J) 8.72E-07
above which results in unacceptable damage to the first glass
pane from Meteoroid & Orbital Debris Impacts
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226
6.3.3 Habitat Nodule Wall
It is likely that all pressurized volumes will be the most
protected places on Space Station in terms of resistance to
meteoroid/orbital debris penetration. The habitat module wall,
therefore, is an example of the damage assessment model using a
high critical energy.
6.3.3.1 Critical gnergy Calculation
The module double wall system may likely have to resist
penetration from a I cm diameter orbital debris particle (density
2.8 g/cc, velocity 9.3 km/sec) which has an average kinetic
energy of approximately 60,000 joules (Ref.27).
6.3.3.2 Discussion
Table 6-7 gives the relative contribution of ejecta/spall to
the total critical energy flux on two modules. Two 42 ft. long,
14 ft. diameter modules will have approximately 350 m2 surface
area. Since the modules are situated at the center of the Space
Station, the SAF was estimated at 50%. The VF was calculated at
approximately 10% which results in a SF of 0.05. The effect of
different SF's on the calculated primary and secondary fluxes can
be checked in Figure 6-14.
The contribution of graphite/epoxy ejecta/spall to the total
critical energy flux was practically negligible. However, because
aluminum targets produce many more large, high energy ejecta/spall
particles, the aluminum secondary flux contributed a surprisingly
large fraction of the total critical energy flux or about 7%. If
the Space Station was primarily aluminum, then module wall designers
may want to multiply the combined orbital debris/meteoroid flux
by a 1.075 factor in their hazards analysis calculations to
compensate for the secondaries flux.
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material. Including secondary impacts, the number of critical
impacts on one solar array would climb to about 35,000. Over a
10 year design lifetime, a solar array would receive about 11,500
critical impacts. A solar array covered with the large area
silicon cells that are 5.9 cm by 5.9 cm (Ref.4, p.409) has about
64,000 solar cel_s. Each impact that completely penetrates the
solar array probably has the potential of causin9 a solar cell to
fail. If each penetrating impact did cause a solar cell to fail,
approximately 18 percent of the solar cells in a solar array
would be inoperative after 10 years. Thus, the solar arrays may
potentially need to be replaced every 5 years if only a 10 percent
degradation in solar array performance is allowed.
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6.3.4 Solar Panels
The International Space Station configuration (Fig. 6-8) has
four photovoltaic solar arrays. Each array measures 80 ft. by
32.5 ft. (Ref.4, p.407). The Space Station reference description
stated that solar cell performance is expected to degrade by I0
percent over i0 years (Ref.4, p.409) and solar array components
would necessarily need to be changed-out.
6.3.4.1 Critical Energy Calculation
An early design for the solar cells called for a 0.008 in.
thick silicon cell with a 0.006 in. thick cover glass. The
penetration equation by Cour-Palais (Ref.26 - same as Section
6.3.1) was used to calculate the size of orbital debris/meteoroid
particles that would penetrate the solar array. The penetration
equation related crater depth, P (cm), to projectile density, p
(g/cc), projectile diameter, D (cm), and to projectile velocity,
V (km/sec).
P = 0.53 * p0.5 , DI.06 , V0.67
As given in Table 6-8, the diameter of the orbital debris/meteoroid
particles that would create a crater with a depth equal to the
total thickness of the solar cell (0.014 in.) was calculated.
This failure criterion does not take into account spall effects
which can be several times the crater depth and is therefore
considered a high estimate. It is also assumed that silicon has
similar penetration resistance as silica glass. The solar cell
critical energy was calculated from a weighted average of the
orbital debris/meteoroid critical energies as 0.21 joules.
6.3.4.2 Discussion
The 0.21 J critical energy and 446 m2 surface area of one
solar array (front and back surfaces) was used in the damage
assessment model given in Table 6-9. Because of the large area
of the solar array, the SAF factor was estimated as 50% while the
VF factor was calculated as approximately 25%. This gave a SF of
0.125. The calculated contribution of graphite/epoxy secondary
flux was about 2% of the total primary and secondary flux having
the critical energy and above. Because fewer numbers of aluminum
particles were counted in this study's tests, the calculated
contribution from aluminum secondary flux was less at the low
critical energy of the solar cells than graphite/epoxy secondary
flux. Thus, a primary flux design factor of 1.02 would include
the effects of secondary impacts. Figure 6-15 gives the effect
of SF on the calculated secondary fluxes.
Over the 30 year Space Station lifetime, one solar array will
likely receive over 34,000 primary impacts from orbital debris
and meteoroids that will completely penetrate the solar array
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Table 6-8
Solar Cell Critical Energy Determination
Glass Thickness (cm) 0.03556
(8 mil silicon cell with b mil cover glass>
Particle Density (g/cc)
Particle Velocity (km/s>
Meteoroid Debri s
0.5 2.8
20 9.3
Particle Critical Diameter (cm> 0.0163 0.0117
for crater depth to completely penetrate silica glass (from Ref.26>
Particle Mass (g)
Particle Energy (J>
1.14E-06 2.38E-Oh
0.23 0.10
Particle Flux (#/m'_2-yr> 1.51E+00 2.53E-01
with critical diameter and greater
Percent FILIX 85.61 14.39
Average Critical Energy (J> 0.21
above which results in complete penetration of the solar cell
from Meteoroid & Orbital Debris Impacts
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secondary flux, whether from aluminum or graphite/epoxy will be
significantly less than primary fluxes having the critical eneEgy
or greater. A conservative rule of thumb would be to add 10
percent to meteoroid and orbital debris flux to account for
secondary impacts.
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7.0 Conclusions
• Spall mass made up approximately 70% of the total mass of
ejecta/spall particles (for the thin, 0.1 inch thick, targets
used in this study).
• Total ejecta/spall mass was 20-100 times more than projectile
mass (with projectile energy ranging from 50-120 Joules).
Ejecta/spall mass increased as projectile energy increased (with
constant projectile mass). Higher target density and lower
projectile density reduced total ejecta/spall mass.
• Some small ejecta/spall particles are fast while all large
ejecta/spall particles are slow.
• Aluminum structures produce more high energy but fewer low
energy ejecta/spall particles than graphite epoxy structures
for a given energy impact•
• For thick graphite/epoxy targets, a cloth covering significantly
reduced (by almost 50%) the total ejecta mass. However, it
was not apparent that a cloth covering significantly reduced
the total ejecta/spall mass for thin graphite/epoxy targets•
• For most structural elements of interest on the International
Space Station, the secondary flux from ejecta/spall particles
will contribute no more than 10% to the total flux (primary
and secondary) having a given critical energy or greater.
Thus, in hazards assessment analysis, designers should
multiply the total primary flux by i.i to compensate for
secondary impact effects•
• It is predicted that over 35,000 primary and secondary
impacts will have sufficient energy to completely penetrate
each 80 ft. by 32.5 ft. solar array over the 30 year Space
Station lifetime. It has been reported that the solar array
performance should degrade only i0 percent before replacement•
If each complete penetration causes a solar cell to fail, the
solar arrays may need to be replaced every 5 years•
8.0 Recommendations
Further work needs to be done to assess the effect of
hypervelocity impacts on solar cells• Depending on the sensitivity
of the cells to impact damage, significant loss of power could occur
over long time periods (10-30 years).
Designers need only include effects (flux) of secondary
impacts on surfaces that have high exposure to ejecta/spall
produced from the rest of the Space Station. Even on very sensitive
surfaces (ones with low critical energy of projectiles that
result in damage), unless the exposure fraction is high, the
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Appendix & - Listing of All Shots with Characteristics and Notes
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(also includes calculations for theta,phi,
cone angle, diameter, velocity, energy)
• Phi angle, Phi (deg), is the angle from the impact point to
the ejecta/spall particle in the vertical plane (see diagram).
The following equation is for an ejecta particle with the
position origin in the lower left-hand corner of a thin plate.
Side View
of Target
Y-Z Plane
Phi = asin ((Y - Yo)/((Z - Zo)^2 + (Y - YO) A2)A0"5) * 180/pi
Spall Ejecta
+ 9O
_
_ Surface
___0 Norm. 4--- Projectile
.
- 90
Cone angle, CA (deg), is the angle from the impact Point to
the ejecta/spall particle. Zero degree cone angle is normal
to surface at impact point.
.
CA = acos ((Z- Zo)/R ) • 180/pi
Particle diameter, D (ram), is determined from the particle
density, p (g/cc), and assuming cylindrical particle geometry.
D = 2 * (M * 1000/(pi * L * p))^0.5
6. Particle cross-sectional area, A (ram^2).
A = (D/2)^2 * pi
• Particle velocity, V (km/sec), is derived from particle kinetic
energy considerations.
e
V = ( (2 * S s * (A + (pi * D * P)) * P / M)^0.5 )/i000
Particle kinetic energy, KE (joules).
KE - 0.5 * M * V^2 * i000
B-3
P4_pendi x B
Measured and Calculated Data
Measured Parameters
For each ejecta/spall particle collected in the styrofoam catchers,
the following parameters were measured.
I. Position from suitable origin--for the ejecta side of a thin
plate this is typically the lower left hand corner of the
plate--in X, Y, Z coordinates (ram).
2. Length of ejecta/spall particle, L (ram).
3. Depth of particle penetration into the styrofoam, P (ram).
4. Mass of particle, M (g).
5. Point of impact: Xo, Yo, Zo (ram).
Constants
•
2.
3.
Graphite/epoxy density, PGE, is 1.5775 g/cc.
Aluminum density, PA, is 2.712 g/cc.
Styrofoam shear strength, Ss, is 55M pascals (Ref.29, p.585).
Calculated Pa_m_te[s
i. Distance from impact point to particle, R (ram):
•
R = ((X - Xo)^ 2 + (y - yo)^2 + (Z - Zo)^2)^0.5
Theta angle, Th (deg), is the angle from the impact point to
the ejecta/spall particle in the horizontal plane (see
diagram below). The following equation is for an ejecta
particle with the position origin in the lower left-hand
corner of a thin plate•
Th = asin ((X - Xo)/((Z _ Zo)^2 + (X - Xo)^2)^0.5) * 180/pi
Looking Down Proj.
On Target
X-Z plane
Su_ace
Normal
0
- 90 - ___ _ Ejecta + 90
1 Target I
Spall Side
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Appendix C - Single Frame Photography Data

Appendix C - Single Frame Photography Data
The following three photographs were taken shortly after the
impact of hypervelocity projectiles on composite targets. Due to
various problems with time measurement and scaling, only approximate
velocity data can be derived from these photos. They still
provide useful information however, and are therefore documented
here.
Shot # 873
5 mg nylon projectile, 6.32 km/sec velocity
.416 inch thick composite plate from Hercules (generic graphite/epoxy
plate)
Photo is of ejecta approximately 15 microseconds after impact
Scaling - 16 threads per inch in photo = .15875 cm/thread
Threads are I0 inches from camera. Centerline of shot is 12
inches. Therefore Real Distance = 1.2 x Measured from thread.
Therefore scaling for shot centerllne is 1.2 x .1575 = .1905
cm/thread.
The furthest particles from the target are roughly 19 threads out,
assuming they are on the centerline. 19 x .1905 = 3.62 cm.
3.62 cm / 15 microseconds = .0362 m / .000015 sec = 2.41 km/sec
Therefore the highest velocity ejecta appears to be traveling in
the range of 2.4 km/sec, which agrees with calculated and other
data measured with the high speed movie camera.
Shot # 917
See section 3.2.3 for more discussion of this shot.
5 mg nylon projectile, 5.99 km/sec velocity
.127 inch thick graphite epoxy target (JSC-03A-003) with cloth
covering on both sides.
Photo was taken of spall an estimated 20 to 50 microseconds after
impact.
A couple of threads are visible in the photo.
above, I thread = .1905 cm.
As calculated
The fastest particles are roughly 15 threads out.
2.86 cm.
15 x .1905 =
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2.86 cm / 20 microseconds = .0286 ng.000020 sec.= 1.43 km/sec
2.86 cm / 50 microseconds = .0286 ng.000050 sec. = o57 km/sec
The one high speed camera shot (#990) for a .i11 inch thick, cloth
covered graphite/epoxy sample (JSC-02A-003), at a 30 deg. angle,
indicated a maximum spall velocity of .75 km/sec.
Shot #894
See section 3.2.2 for more discussion of this shot.
4.94 mg nylon projectile, 4.75 km/sec velocity.
Target - .093 inch thick graphite/epoxy with no cloth covering
(JSC-02B-003).
Photo shows ejecta (on the right) and spall (on the left) approx.
30 to 35 microseconds after impact.
No good scaling parameter is available in this shot. The thickness
of the sample could be used, but appears to be uncertain due to
angle and depth by a factor of 1.5 to 2. The extent of the
ejecta and spall clouds are also off the photo, adding to the
uncertainty in calculating fastest particle velocity. Nevertheless,
using the same scale as the other two photos, the ejecta cloud is
estimated to extend 16 threads or 16 x .1905 = 3.05 cm.
3.05 cm / 32 microseconds = .0305 m / .000032 sec. = .953 bJsec
This velocity does not agree well with high speed camera numbers
of 2 to 5 km/sec, but the uncertainty in this measurement is high.
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